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I.

Scope

This Environmental Management Programme (EMPr) is prepared as part of the Integrated
Environmental Management Plan (IEMP), to ensure that the environmental impacts related to the
Phase 1 of the SKA mid-frequency dish array (SKA1_MID) project identified during the SKA1_MID
Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA) are appropriately managed and monitored. This EMPr was
measured against the requirements of Appendix 4 of the Environmental Impact Assessment
Regulations, 2014, as amended and found to comply. The impact management outcomes and impact
management actions prescribed in the SKA1_MID EMPr apply to the scope of the proposed
development, including the project area and the proposed activities defined in Chapter 2 of the IEMP.
The National Research Foundation (NRF) is unequivocally responsible for compliance with the
SKA1_MID IEMP (including compliance with all impact management outcomes defined in this
SKA1_MID EMPr) and any condition of the notice of adoption. This EMPr aims to ensure a pro-active
rather than re-active approach to environmental performance by addressing potential problems
before they occur. This will limit corrective measures needed during the construction phase of the
project. The NRF is further responsible for ensuring that all other role players fulfill the roles assigned
to them for the implementation and monitoring of this EMPr.
The conditions and requirements of the following existing EMPr were included in the SKA1_MID EMPr:




Environmental Management Plan for the pre-construction and construction of the KAROO
ARRAY TELESCOPE (MEERKAT) (2009), compiled by Strategic Environmental Focus (Pty) Ltd;
Environmental Management Plan for the operational phase of the KAROO ARRAY TELESCOPE
(MEERKAT) (2009), compiled by Strategic Environmental Focus (Pty) Ltd; and
Environmental Management Plan for the KAROO ARRAY TELESCOPE (KAT) (2007), compiled by
Strategic Environmental Focus (Pty) Ltd.

The main impacts associated with the proposed development activities include the following:







Destruction of natural vegetation;
Disruption and/or altering of natural drainage patterns;
Soil degradation and erosion;
Dust;
Noise; and
Potential impacts on groundwater resources.

It is the intention of the NRF to appoint SANParks as the Land Management Authority for Park
Management purposes such as the development and implementation of the Park Management Plan.
An independent external Environmental Control Officer (ECO) will be appointed to verify compliance
to relevant environmental legislation, conditions of the adoption notice, and the EMPr for the
SKA1_MID project.
This SKA1_MID EMPr is a dynamic outcome-based environmental management tool. As such the
impact management outcomes must be complied with as prescribed in this SKA1_MID EMPr, however
the impact management actions can be amended, if required, to achieve the impact management
outcomes. The impact management actions of the SKA1_MID EMPr will be updated in consultation
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with the Land Management Authority, once reviewed and approved by the independent external
Environmental Control Officer (ECO).
It is understood that environmental requirements included in this EMPr will entail costs over and above
those of the construction contract requirements. These include provision for: mitigation and
enhancement actions; training and environmental awareness requirements; monitoring; auditing; and
corrective actions. Provision will be made for this in the SKA construction and maintenance contracts.
Costing for impact management actions should be done with inputs and advice from technical
members of the project team and relevant EAP who have knowledge of the impact management
actions being recommended as well as practical experience in implementing similar measures and
techniques. A provisional lump sum will be allocated for the management of Environmental
Specifications where it is not possible to cost requirements of the EMPr.

II.

Roles and Responsibilities
1. National Research Foundation

The NRF remains ultimately responsible for ensuring that the development is implemented according
to the requirements of the EMPr and the conditions of any permits/ environmental authorisations
throughout all phases of the project. Although the developer appoints specific role players to perform
functions on his/her behalf, the developer is responsible for ensuring that sufficient resources (time,
financial, human, equipment, etc.) are available to the other role players (e.g. the Environmental
Control Officer (ECO), Environmental Officer and the contractor) to efficiently perform their tasks in
terms of the EMPr. The developer is liable for restoring the environment in the event of negligence
leading to damage to the environment.
The EMPr will be included in tender documentation so that contractors who are appointed are bound
to the conditions of the EMPr. The EMPr will further form part of the Project Construction Contract
Document, through the project tender process, in line with:



General project specifications; and
SANS 1200 A or SANS 1200 AA, as applicable.

All conditions of the notice of adoption and those stipulated by other authority bodies that have not
been delegated to other persons shall be adhered to. The developer must appoint an independent
external Environmental Control Officer (ECO) during the construction phase to oversee all the
environmental aspects relating to the development.

2. Environmental Officer
The Environmental Officer is the person involved with the project who is responsible for the
implementation and monitoring of the EMPr. This person is therefore responsible for the
environmental issues involved with the construction, operation and decommissioning phases of the
project. The Environmental Officer may be an external contractor acting on behalf of the NRF or an
employee of the NRF, with the required qualifications and experience. The Environmental Officer must
be a person with adequate environmental knowledge, experience and qualifications to understand
and implement this EMPr.
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The Environmental Officer has the authority and responsibility to stop work if, in his/her opinion, a
serious threat to or impact on the environment may be caused directly from construction, operation
and decommissioning operations.
The Environmental Officer must follow the advice of the ECO with regards to environmental
management and ensure that contractors abide by all requirements stipulated by the ECO and address
all problems according to the ECO’s recommendations. This may include, in certain circumstances,
taking actions as prescribed per the tender requirements against contractors for failing to comply with
any requirements of the EMPr.
Other responsibilities of the Environmental Officer are the following:




Daily complete the environmental incident log and complaints record sheet (these forms must
be available for inspection at any time);
To weekly fax/ send through the environmental incident log and complaints record sheet to
the ECO; and
To notify the ECO of any serious non-compliance issues immediately.

The ECO and Environmental Officer, as well as the contractor(s) will be required to keep a copy of the
EMPr on site. The ECO and Environmental Officer must retain copies of any instructions or
recommendations issued to the contractor. Records of EMPr violations must be filed (environmental
incident log).

3. Contractor
The contractor, as the developer’s agent on site, is bound to the notice of adoption, any environmental
authorisation or conditions of existing permits, licences and authorisations and EMPr conditions
through his/her contract with the developer. The contractor must thoroughly familiarize him/herself
with the EMPr and any previous environmental authorisation issued/ permit requirements before
coming onto site and must request clarification on any aspect of these documents, should they be
unclear. The contractor must ensure that he/she has provided sufficient budget for complying with all
EMPr and environmental authorisation conditions at the tender stage.
The contractor must comply with all instructions issued by the Environmental Officer, ECO, SKA project
manager or site manager in terms of the EMPr and contract document/ construction document.

4. Environmental Control Officer
The Environmental Control Officer (ECO) is appointed by the NRF as an external independent monitor
of the implementation of the EMPr. He/she must form part of the project team and be involved in all
aspects of project planning that can influence environmental conditions on the site.
The ECO must attend relevant project meetings, conduct inspections to assess compliance with the
EMPr and be responsible for providing feedback on potential environmental problems associated with
the development. In addition, the ECO is responsible for:




Liaison with relevant authorities;
Liaison with contractors regarding environmental management; and
Undertaking routine monitoring and appointing a competent person/institution to be
responsible for specialist monitoring, if necessary.
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The ECO will be required to provide induction training in terms of the EMPr prior to construction. All
those attending such induction will be required to sign an attendance register.
The ECO has the right to enter the site and do monitoring and auditing at any time.
The ECO will be responsible for liaising with the relevant authorities, should this be a requirement.
External environmental audit reports need to be undertaken by the ECO and compiled at a frequency
determined by the NRF and the ECO (at least every 12 months, and commencing 12 months after
notification to the competent authority 14 days prior to the date on which the first of the activities will
commence). These audit reports must contain information on the contractor and NRF’s levels of
compliance with the EMPr, notice of adoption and any permits. The audit report must also include a
description of the general state of the site, with specific reference to sensitive areas and areas of nonconformance. The ECO must indicate the necessary corrective measures to eliminate the cause of the
non-conformances.
The ECO is responsible for informing the Environmental Officer and contractors of any decisions that
are taken concerning environmental management during the construction, operation and
decommissioning phases. This would also include informing the Environmental Officer and contractors
of the necessary corrective actions to be taken.

III.

Demarcated Areas

During the SKA1_MID SEA, a number of environmental resources within the SEA study area were
identified as very sensitive to the proposed SKA1_MID proposed activities and unsuitable for
development1. These areas include habitats that are essential for the survival of rare plant or animal
species and practically impossible to restore once they have been destroyed. These areas were
demarcated (see Figure 17, Figure 41, Figure 45 and Figure 47 in Chapter 3 of the IEMP) and include:











1

exposed mudstone/ sandstone rock sheets: these features are home to rare succulents and
reptiles;
large dolerite hills: these features cannot be restored once destroyed by blasting, trenching or
road building;
cluster of Aloidendron dichotomum (formerly Aloe dichotoma / common names: quiver tree
or kokerboom): rated as Vulnerable in the 2014 Red List of South African Plants and not
threatened under the National Environmental Management: Biodiversity Act (Act No. 10 of
2004);
pans and wetlands: development may change drainage patterns and affect the wildlife
especially birds, amphibians and fish that use the pans after rain;
red sand-dunes: habitat of the narrow range endemic and substrate-restricted Red Lark;
depressional wetlands, seep wetlands and pans;
wetland flats;
watercourses;
Grade II heritage sites including corbelled buildings declared Provincial Heritage Sites on the
farms Grootfontein, Arbeidsfontein and Stuurmansfontein, and culturally significant places of

Spatial layers are available from https://egis.environment.gov.za/SKAphase1
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Hartogskloof, Groot Pardekloof and Abiquaputs: high provincial or regional significance
heritage resources;
Grade IIIa heritage features including burial grounds, rock paintings, historical buildings, stone
age artefacts and monuments: high local significance heritage resources worthy of
conservation.

The extent of these areas unsuitable for development will be verified by expert fieldwork during micrositting of the SKA1_MID infrastructure.
Furthermore, sensitive environmental resources2 identified within the SEA study area should also be
avoided as far as possible during the proposed development activities. Where impacts to these
features cannot be avoided, the impacts must be mitigated in line with this EMPr. Sensitive features
include:
 populations of Acacia erioloba and Hoodia spp,
 protected and listed faunal species3,
 floodplain wetlands (river beds),
 valley bottom wetlands,
 river reaches
 major drainage lines,
 riparian zones,
 ridges and high lying areas,
 prominent and quartz outcrops, and
 dolerite gravel plains,
 Grade IIIb & IIIc rock art sites.

IV.

Monitoring and Auditing

The Environmental Officer will conduct Internal Environmental Audits. The internal audits will be
conducted at a frequency determined by the NRF and Environmental Officer throughout the
construction phase. The internal audit reports will be submitted to the Project Manager. The level of
performance against and compliance with the EMPr will be checked and verified through the internal
audit process, to ensure adherence to the EMPr requirements. The Internal Environmental Audit
report will include detailed environmental monitoring activities as well as any recorded environmental
incidents and relevant corrective actions. Consequences of non-compliance must be indicated within
the agreement between the contractor, ECO and SARAO and addressed during external audits. The
Environmental Officer will compile a photographic record of the SKA1_MID construction footprint
area, which will be used to show the state of the environment on the site before, during and after the
rehabilitation activities, including:




2

all areas designated as work areas, camp areas and facilities, construction sites and storage
areas taken before, during and after the set-up of these sites - including temporary working
areas before, during and post rehabilitation;
fences and fencing equipment that will be impacted by the SKA project, before, during and
after the installation or removal;
access roads before, during and after the construction/upgrading of roads;

Spatial layers are available from https://egis.environment.gov.za/SKAphase1
Northern Cape Nature Conservation Act 9/2009 and the NEMA Biodiversity Act 10 of 2004 (Notice 389 of 2013)

3 For example:
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topsoil and storage areas before, during and after the removal; and
waste management sites before, during and after the set-up of these sites.

During the operation phase the Environmental Officer must conduct quarterly site inspections to
monitor the extent to which natural re-growth has occurred; any erosion resulting from the preceding
season, taking into consideration climatic factors; recommendation from the “let’s respond toolkit4”
for climate change and the need for additional erosion protection or re-vegetation. The Environmental
Officer must conduct Internal Environmental Audits at a frequency determined by the NRF and
Environmental Officer throughout the operation and decommissioning phases and submit the internal
audit reports to the Project Manager These internal audits must check and verify the level of
performance against and compliance with the content of this EMP.
The erosion protection and rehabilitation activities must consider the possible presence of surface or
sub-surface heritage material. If heritage material is uncovered, the Chance Find Procedure for
Heritage resources and Fossil Finds Procedure (prepared during the pre-construction phase in terms
of the National Heritage Resources Act, 1999 Regulations - Government Notice R.548) must be
implemented and adhered to.
All environmental incidents regardless of severity must be reported to the Environmental Officer
during all phases of the SKA1_MID project for inclusion into the Environmental Incident Log. The
Environmental incident Log will provide a description of the environmental incidents and the corrective
actions that were taken to mitigate the incident; and will inform the internal Environmental Audit
Reports. Environmental incidents are defined as environmental impact resulting from deviation (noncompliance) from the impact management actions and outcomes prescribed in the EMPr.
The SKA Stakeholder Manager will maintain a complaint register during all phases of the SKA project
(including, but not limited to complaints received from adjacent landowners, local stakeholders and
local/district/provincial authorities). The register will contain a detailed description of each complaint
with supporting documentation, a written response to each complaint with a description of any
associated corrective action, and the responsible official or authority who implemented the corrective
action.
An independent assessor will be appointed to investigate and evaluate any claim for damages and
report back to the SKA Project Manager. Following consideration by the Project Manager, the claim is
to be resolved and settled as soon as possible, or the reason for not accepting the claim communicated
in writing to the claimant.
The ECO must conduct independent external environmental audits, at a frequency as agreed between
the NRF and the ECO (at least every 12 months, and commencing 12 months after notification to the
competent authority 14 days prior to the date on which the first of the activities will commence ) for the
construction, operation and decommissioning of the project prior to the commencement of each
phase. The independent external audits are to verify the projects compliance with and consider project
adherence to the EMPr and conditions of the notice of adoption. The ECO or Environmental Officer
must at the request of the Department forward any internal or external audit reports to the
Department. Consequences of non-compliance must be indicated within the agreement between the
contractor, ECO and SARAO and addressed during external audits.

4

http://www.letsrespondtoolkit.org/
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Evidence of the following as key performance indicators must be included in the independent external
audit reports:
1. Complaints received from landowners and actions taken
2. Environmental incidents, such as oil spills, concrete spills, etc. and actions taken (litigation
excluded)
3. Incidents leading to litigation and legal contraventions
4. Unintended environmental damage that needs rehabilitation measures to be taken
5. Corrective actions
6. The level of performance against and compliance with the EMPr requirements.

A copy of all monitoring reports, contractor method statements and other supporting documentation
must be held by the Environmental Officer on site and be made available to the Department and the
ECO upon request.

The Contractor is deemed not to have complied with the EMPr if:
1. within the boundaries of the site, site extensions and haul/ access roads there is evidence of
contravention of the EMPr confirmed and verified by the ECO;
2. environmental damage ensues due to non-compliance of EMPr requirements;
3. the Contractor fails to comply with corrective or other instructions issued by the Project
Manager within a specific time; and
4. The Contractor fails to respond adequately to complaints from the public in line with
requirements of this EMPr.

V.

Method Statements and activity-specific management plans

Method Statements are written submissions to the SKA Project Manager by the Contractor, in
collaboration with his/her Environmental Site Officer, in response to a request by the Environmental
Officer and/or SKA Project Manager. The Method Statements set out the plant, materials, labour and
method that the contractor proposes using to carry out an activity, identified by the Environmental
Officer and/or SKA Project Manager. The Method Statements contain sufficient detail such that the
Environmental Officer and SKA Project Manager can assess whether the Contractor's proposal is in
accordance with the requirements of the EMPr. The contractor must sign each Method Statement
along with the Environmental Officer and SKA Project Manager to formalize the approved Method
Statement.
Method Statements and/or Management Plans must be submitted by the Contractor to the SKA
Project Manager and Environmental Officer for approval prior to the commencement of the activity.
Any changes to the method of works must be reflected by amendments to the original approved
Method Statement. Any changes in this regard must be approved by the Environmental Officer and
SKA Project Manager on the understanding that such changes are environmentally acceptable and in
line with the requirements of this EMPr.
The Method Statements which are required as a minimum must include:
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Construction camp locality and layout plans;
Park Management plan;
Lighting plan;
Stormwater management at the construction camp/s and at the construction areas;
Construction of water crossings;
Erosion Management;
Waste Management including management, use and storage of hazardous substances;
Traffic Management;
Dust control;
Sourcing, excavating, transporting and dumping of fill and spoil material;
Workshop, maintenance and cleaning of equipment;
Diesel tanks and refueling procedures (under normal and emergency situations);
Spill Contingency Plan;
Topsoil management;
Fire;
Rehabilitation of construction camps and other disturbed areas Alien invasive Plant
Management Plan; and
Emergency Response Procedures.

Method Statements must address the following aspects:





What – a brief description of the work to be undertaken;
How – a detailed description of the process of work, methods and materials;
Where – a description of the location of the work (if applicable); and
When – the sequencing of actions with commencement and completion date estimates.

The Environmental Officer must monitor the implementation of the Method Statements and activityspecific management plans during the construction and operation phases of the project.

VI.

Site documentation

The following is a list of documentation that must be held on site and must be made available to the
ECO and/or Competent Authority on request:








Copy of the notice of adoption issued by the Minister of Environmental Affairs
Site daily diary /instruction book/ Incident reports
Copies of any other permits or authorisations
Copies of Environmental Officer reports (management and monitoring)
Environmental Management Programme (EMPr)
Complaints register
Method statements

Prior to the commencement of construction activities, the following documentation is to be filled out
and forms part of the EMPr and project contract and includes, but is not limited to the following:




Declaration of understanding by the NRF
Declaration of understanding by the SKA Project Manager
Declaration of understanding by the Contractor
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Method statements
ECO / SKA Project Manager approval for method statements

During construction activities, the following documentation is to be filled out and maintained. These
form part of the EMPr and project contract. They include, but are not limited to, the following:




Amended Method Statements
ECO / SKA Project Manager approval for amended method statements
Environmental incidents
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VII.

PRE-CONSTRUCTION PHASE

The ‘pre-construction’ section of this EMPr refers to the period leading up to and prior to commencement of construction activities and is included to ensure
pro-active environmental management measures with the goal of identifying avoidable environmental damage at the outset and sustain optimal
environmental performance throughout the construction phase. Most impacts will occur during the construction phase and must be mitigated through the
contingency plans identified in the pre-construction phase.

General Planning
Impact Management Outcomes

Impact Management Actions




The measures contained in the EMPr are
incorporated into the general planning of the
project.







Ensure that the EMPr is included as part of
the tender documentation, enforceable
under the general conditions of contract.
Make a copy of this EMPr available on site
during all phases of the development.
The Contractor must ensure that all the
personnel on site, sub-contractors and their
team, suppliers, etc. are familiar with and
understand the specifications contained in
the EMPr.
Maintain a document with the contact
details for the ECO, Contractor, NRF and
South African Radio Astronomy Observatory
(SARAO) representatives on site. This
document must be made available to the
approving authority on request.
Before construction activities commence,
role players must have a clear indication of
their role in the implementation of this
EMPr.
Subcontractor(s) contracts with the principle
contractor must contain a clause to the
effect that the disposal of all construction-

Monitoring
 Review and file contract records,
method statements and signed
declarations of understanding
 Verify
that
the
following
documentation is held on site and up
to date:
o Copy of the notice of
adoption issued by the
Minister of Environmental
Affairs
o Site daily diary /instruction
book/ Incident reports
o Copies of Environmental
Officer
reports
(management
and
monitoring)
o Environmental
Management Programme
(EMPr)
o Complaints register
o Method statements
 Review and file training records.
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generated refuse / waste to an officially
approved dumping site is the responsibility
of the subcontractor in question and that the
subcontractors are bound to the
management activities stipulated in this
EMPr.
All activities which require method
statements may only commence once the
method statements have been approved by
the SKA Project Manager and/or ECO as
applicable.
Where applicable, the contractor will provide
job-specific training on an ad hoc basis when
workers are engaged in activities, which
require method statements.
The surveys for the overall project area and
construction footprint as defined in the IEMP
must be complete and clearly demarcated
and fenced prior to the commencement of
construction activities.
Final micro-sitting of the SKA1_MID antenna
submitted to the SAHRIS case file for record
keeping.
Final micro-sitting of the borrow pits
submitted to the SAHRIS case file for record
keeping.
Micro-sitting of proposed borrow pit and
quarries included in the Heritage
Conservation Management Plan.



Inspect demarcation and
signalisation of sensitive areas in
line with the EMPr.



Copies of any other permits or
authorisations.
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Demarcation and signalisation of sensitive features
on and around the site.





5

Areas delineated as unsuitable for
development5 clearly demarcated and/or
fenced prior to the commencement of
construction activities.
Optimal use of already disturbed areas and
minimal indigenous vegetation clearance.
Design new access roads and power line
routes to follow contours in hilly areas,
minimise impacts on drainage line.
Demarcation and signalisation of the cluster
of graves inside the road reserve of the
DR2996 and DR2337 gravel roads between
Carnarvon and Brandvlei prior to the
commencement of construction activities.
Install and maintain protective barrier, road
signage and rumble strip to both approaches
to the Konka farm, which contains two
corbelled houses which are declared
National Monument, along the provincial
road which provide access to the SKA site
prior to the commencement of construction
activities.
Demarcation of heritage sites within the
road reserve of the access routes.
Install construction warning signs at the
site’s access and exit points for traffic to slow
down.
Demarcation and signalisation of farmhouse,
graves corbelled houses and other national

Areas delineated as unsuitable for development were defined during the SKA1_MID SEA and are listed in Section III of this EMPr.
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monuments within the site prior to the
commencement of construction activities.

Environmental Management Plans
Impact Management Outcomes

Impact Management Actions






Environmental Management Plans developed and
implemented.





Remove identified internal fences within the
SKA land core area.
Ensure proper maintenance of the predatorproof fencing on the perimeter.
Ensure that the stormwater and wastewater
management plans are updated prior to the
commencement of construction activities.
Ensure that the plant rescue and
translocation plan and revegetation and
rehabilitation plan are updated prior to the
commencement of construction activities.
Ensure that the Heritage Conservation
Management Plan, Find Procedure for
Heritage resources and Fossil Finds
Procedure are updated prior to the
commencement of construction activities.
Consult the relevant heritage authority for
exhumation or removal of graves prior to
conducting such activity.
Consult the relevant heritage authority if any
construction activities must occur within
dolerite outcrops, Grade IIIA resources and
within 100m of a river bed prior to
conducting such activity.
Consult the relevant heritage authority if any
construction activities must occur on the
Lower Beaufort Group geological formation

Monitoring
 Review and file Environmental
Management Plans to keep a copy
onsite.
 Inspect perimeter fences on weekly
basis to detect and repair any
defects.
 Maintain a log of all predation
management activities to improve
best predation management
practices.
 Records of public participation
activities.
 Review and update reports and
maps compiled for alien invasive
plant species control and
management on 6-monthly basis.
 Review and maintain records of the
consultation with the Natural
Resource Management Programme:
Working for Water of the
Department of Environmental
Affairs (DEA).
 Review and update SAHRIS case
files for SKA1_MID infrastructure.
 Review and record outcomes of
consultation of the relevant
heritage authority.
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(Abrahamskraal Formation) prior to
conducting such activity.
Full recording and grading of historical
farmsteads within construction areas,
including their associated outbuildings, stone
walling and cemeteries, as well as corbelled
buildings, prior to the commencement of
construction activities and outcomes
included in the Heritage Conservation
Management Plan.
Submit the report compiling the recording
and grading of historical farmstead,
cemeteries and corbelled buildings to the
relevant heritage authority for record
keeping.
Consult the relevant heritage authority for
removal of any Grade IIIc heritage resources
prior to conducting such activity.
Consult the relevant heritage authority for
demolition of any building within the site
prior to conducting such activity.



Review full recording and grading of
historical farmsteads within
construction areas and inclusion
into the Heritage Conservation
Management Plan.
Submit full recording and grading of
historical farmsteads within
construction areas to the relevant
heritage authority for comment and
ensure internal record keeping.

Alien invasive plant species control
Impact Management Outcomes

Impact Management Actions


Alien invasive plant species are controlled.



Record the densities and distributions of the
different alien invasive plant species prior to
the commencement of construction
activities to inform control and management
options.
Compile invasions maps with info on species
and densities, landscape management units,
and a detailed history of clearing efforts in
the area prior to the commencement of
construction activities to feed into the

Monitoring
 Review alien invasive plant species
control and management plans.
 Review records of the consultation
with the Natural Resource
Management Programme: Working
for Water of the Department of
Environmental Affairs (DEA).
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Management Unit Control Planning (MUCP)
tool.
Inform the Natural Resource Management
Programme: Working for Water of the
Department of Environmental Affairs (DEA)
of the proposed alien invasive plant species
control and management activities.
Minimise the risk of pollution during removal
and eradication of alien vegetation in
watercourses and riparian areas.
Do not place soil stockpiles from areas with
alien invasive plants in areas free of alien
invasive plants.

Traffic Management
Impact Management Outcomes

Impact Management Actions



The management of traffic in a manner that results
in the avoidance and/ or minimization of traffic
risks.





Identify traffic risks and develop and
implement a traffic management plan that
manages traffic in a manner that minimizes
any traffic risks as well as ensuring the
safeguarding of life and wellbeing and
property.
Traffic routing and scheduling of
construction related vehicles is reviewed and
approved by a traffic engineer prior to
commencement of traffic-related activities.
Minimise movement of people and vehicles
on site after dark.
Avoid road traffic in the riparian zones.
Install construction warning signs at the
site’s access and exit points for traffic to slow
down.
Signs are regularly maintained and cleaned.

Monitoring
 Implement the traffic management
plan.
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Only areas designated as parking areas are
used for parking trucks and vehicles.

Water management
Impact Management Outcomes

Impact Management Actions



Water systems are maintained and impacts on
water sources are minimised.








Separation of storm water and wastewater.




Minimise water use.
No natural watercourse or water body are
used for the purposes of swimming, personal
washing and the washing of machinery or
clothes.
Where possible, recycle treated wastewater
for non-consumption activities such as dust
suppression and cleaning of vehicles.
Avoid concentration of flow and speeding up
velocity and associated down slope erosion.
Avoid diversion of natural flow pathways.
Maintain natural hydrological regime.

Monitoring
 Annual audits of water systems to
identify possible water leakages
(develop a water balance).
 Control irrigation of the site for
landscaping or dust control
purposes being passed into natural
drainage lines.

The development and implementation of a
storm and waste water management plan
that aims to allow for the identification,
recording, assessing, managing and
monitoring of environmental impacts and
risks associated with storm and waste water.
Prevent disposal of earth, stone and rubble
into stormwater channels, drainage lines or
rivers.
Prevent impact from runoff or damming of
water on the integrity of in-situ
archaeological or heritage deposit.
Do not store any materials on or within 50
metres of a natural drainage system.
Prevent gully formation and siltation of the
riparian resources.





Monitor implementation of the
storm and waste water
management plan.
Monitor redirection of run-off to
prevent drainage alteration to
sensitive plant populations on site.
Monitor storm water channels on
weekly basis to ensure that they are
not blocked and/or obstructed to
ensure their efficient operation.
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No contamination from waste water to other water
bodies.



Consult the relevant heritage authority prior
to implement erosion prevention strategies
within heritage sites.
Ensure flow attenuation, control of velocities
and capture of sediment upstream of natural
water courses, that result from the work
undertaken.
Design stormwater outfalls to reduce flow
velocity and avoid stream banks and soil
erosion.
Install separate stormwater collection areas
and interceptors at fuel storage areas and
batching plants.
Direct stormwater runoff from the stockpile
sites and other related areas into the
stormwater management system and
prevent dispersion into the immediate and
surrounding environments. Ensure that
stockpiles are located more than 100 metres
away from a watercourse.
Prevent contamination of soil, surface or
groundwater on site by chemicals or
hazardous substances.
Prevent discharge of water containing
polluting matter or visible suspended
materials into watercourses or water bodies,
including drainage lines.
Place stockpiles outside of the 1:100-year
flood-line.
Design and manage all storage tanks to
prevent pollution of surface and
groundwater, and soils.



Control measures to prevent
contamination from waste water to
other water bodies.
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Control use and storage of fuels and
chemicals to prevent leaching into the
ground.
Fuel and chemical storage containers must
be set on a secure bunded platform.
Spillage containment and clean-up measures
are implemented at all time.
Cement batching activities are established in
a controlled manner to contain spillages and
prevent contamination of soil, surface water
and groundwater.
Concrete mixing is established in a bunded
area and on an impermeable surface (such as
on mortar boards or similar structures).
Vehicles and equipment used at concrete
batching plants are cleaned in demarcated
wash bays, using cleaning trays where
appropriate.
Install oil traps on all vehicles wash areas
before draining into the sewer system.
Prevent overflow from contaminated water
storage facilities and implement protection
from rain and flooding.
Contractors must compile a method
statement for the workshop maintenance
and cleaning of equipment as well for
refuelling activities under normal and
emergency situations.
Use a mobile refuelling unit and ground
protection such as drip trays if on-site
servicing and refuelling is required in
emergency situations.
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Containers for the cleaning of equipment
and materials (paint, solvent) is provided as
to avoid spillages.
Leaking equipment is repaired or removed
from site to facilitate repair.
Place drip trays under all unused equipment
and vehicles parked outside to avoid leakage
of oil and fuel.
Clean and remediate any oil and fuel spills in
workshop areas.
Transfer used oils to special waste oil
collection drums (as and when required) to
prevent accumulation, overspill and
potential contamination at the work site.
Keep wastewater separate from clean
stormwater and prevent it from running
freely into any of the surrounding naturally
vegetated areas.

Waste Management
Impact Management Outcomes

Solid wastes are managed in a manner that results
in the avoidance and/or minimization of health,
safety and environmental risks.

Impact Management Actions

Monitoring








Collection, removal and safe disposal of
waste must be implemented during each
phase of the proposed development, from
site preparation to operation of SKA1_MID.
The ECO must approve the waste disposal
arrangements.
Make provision for separation of solid waste
into general waste and organic
biodegradable waste and recyclable and
non-recyclable wastes in clearly labelled and
lid-secured bins on the site.

ECO to review and approve the
measures to collect, remove and
safe disposal of waste during all
phase of development.
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Hazardous wastes are managed in a manner that
results in the avoidance and/or minimization of
health, safety and environmental risks.






Provide sufficient closed containers in
strategic location around the site to handle
the amount of litter, wastes, rubbish, debris,
and builder’s wastes generated on the site.
All refuse bins must have a lid secured so
that animals cannot gain access.
Establish storage of hazardous wastes in
leak-proof secured storage containers,
clearly labelled (i.e. indicating the contents,
quantities and safety requirements) and in a
locked well-ventilated area, at least 100
metres away from watercourses to prevent
soil and groundwater contamination and
environmental degradation.
Lay down storage areas/tanks on a smooth
impermeable surface (concrete) with a
permanent bund to contain a spill/leak from
the stored containers, only once containers
are in their final position, not in transit, and
in a way that does not pose a danger of
pollution even during times of high rainfall.
The floor of the bund must be sloped,
draining to an oil separator.
Display required safety signs depicting “no
smoking”, No Naked lights” and “Danger” in
hazardous storage areas.
Establish refuelling area with the relevant
South African Bureau of Standards (SABS)
standards, out of the way of traffic and away
from watercourses and boreholes.
Provide fire-fighting equipment at all
hazardous storage areas.



ECO to review and approve the
measures to collect, remove and
safe disposal of waste during all
phase of development.
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Provide training to employees handling
hazardous substances for the safe use of the
substance and awareness of the potential
impacts and follow safety measures.
Establish an Alphabetical Hazardous
Chemical Substance control sheet to be kept
up to date on a continuous basis.
Compile Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS)
for all hazardous substances on site.
Spill kits must be available on site and in all
vehicles that transport hydrocarbons for
dispensing to other vehicles on the
construction site. Spill kits must be made up
of material/product that is in line with
environmental best practice

Health, safety and emergencies risks
Impact Management Outcomes

Impact Management Actions


Development of a health, safety and
emergency response action plan that aims to
safeguard life and wellbeing, property and
the environment by:
a. preventing major accidents;
b. identifying, recording and
assessing safety & health hazards
and environmental impacts; and
c. Managing environmental impacts
and risks by also identifying critical
equipment, systems and activities
critical for the prevention and or
control of emergencies.



Provide a first aid kit and display the
telephone numbers of the local emergency

All health and safety risks are minimised and all
emergency situations are controlled.

Monitoring
 Control demarcation/fencing of
open excavations on site on daily
basis.
 Control state of basic fire-fighting
equipment.
 Control demarcation of fire hazards
areas/features on site.
 Control state of portable
bioremediation kit.
 The Environmental Officer must, on
a daily basis, enter all
environmental incidents into the
Environmental Incident Report and
submit this report weekly to the
ECO.
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services in prominent positions at the site
office. The first aid kit must be fully stocked
with the necessary minimum industry
materials.
The contractor must ensure that someone in
his/her team is a certified first aider. A copy
of this person’s valid certificate must be in
the first aid kit.
Inform all personnel of the location of the
first aid kit and the telephone numbers of
the local emergency services.
In areas that are accessible to the public,
erect signs and/or danger poles (danger tape
may rip in the wind) around exposed
excavations and/or where vehicles may
injure individuals, to warn the public of the
inherent dangers.
Provide training to all staff on how to use the
necessary safety equipment when climbing
ladders, working with the dishes and/or fuel
operated equipment and all other potentially
dangerous activities/ substances during this
project.
Demarcate unattended open excavations.
Demarcate fire hazards areas/features on
site.
Appoint onsite Fire Control Officer.
Provide basic fire-fighting equipment to the
satisfaction of the Local Fire Services and
within easy access in case of emergency.
Provide a portable bioremediation kit (to
remedy chemical spills) is available on site.





Keep record of content and
attendance to the ECO
environmental training session.
Control availability, content and
state of first aid kit (NB Check for
expiry dates).
Control display and validity of
telephone numbers of the local
emergency services.
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Provide basic fire safety training to all
security staff.
The contractor must provide method
statements on the protocols to be followed,
and contingencies to be put in place for
contamination of natural water resources
from spills; contamination of soils from spills;
and fire.
The contractor must take corrective action to
mitigate all incidents based on the nature
and scale of the incident and must also
rehabilitate any residual environmental
damage caused by the incident or by the
mitigation measures themselves.
The contractor must also change his/her
operating procedures, where applicable, to
prevent a recurrence of an incident.
Before construction takes place the ECO
must undertake an environmental training
session with all staff working on site. This
training session should cover:
o Description of the environment;
o Responsibility of all people to the
environment;
o Details of the EMPr; and
o Peoples environmental rights.

Visual intrusion
Impact Management Outcomes

Impact Management Actions


Visual intrusion is minimised.

Micro-siting of the SKA1_MID dish antennas
in spiral arms is informed by photomontages
and viewshed to reduce visual impacts on
surrounding farmsteads.

Monitoring
 Review photomontages and
viewshed to ensure optimal micrositing of the SKA1_MID dish
antennas in spiral arms.
 Review lighting plan.
24
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Reduce visual impacts on local residents with
micro-sitting of storage facilities, elevated
tanks and other temporary structures.
Materials, coatings and paints are selected to
ensure minimal reflectivity and reduce light
pollution.
Ensure that relevant permit is obtained from
the competent heritage authority before
installing lights within heritage sites.
Ensure that light pollution from the
proposed development in the regional
landscape is minimised.
Reduce up lighting and glare.
Ensure proper disposal of litter and dust,
neatness and tidiness on site during
construction.




Review conditions and validity of
permits and licenses associated
with lighting activities.
Control extent of light pollution
within the site.
Control disposal of litter and dust,
neatness and tidiness on site with
weekly inspections.

Socio-Economic
Impact Management Outcomes

Impact Management Actions



Enhanced socio-economic development





Develop and implement communication
strategies to facilitate public participation.
Develop and implement a collaborative and
constructive approach to conflict resolution
as part of the external stakeholder
engagement process.
Sustain regular communication and liaison
with neighbouring owners and residents of
the SKA land core area and owners and
residents of the land parcels in the
SKA1_MID spiral arms.
Develop and maintain a comment and
response trail of all communications with
neighbouring owners and residents of the

Monitoring
 Report on conflict resolution
activities as part of the external
stakeholder engagement process on
annual basis.
 Compile comment and response
trail of all communications with
neighbouring owners and residents
of the SKA land core area and
owners and residents of the land
parcels in the SKA1_MID spiral
arms.
 Review and maintain interested and
affected parties’ database.
 Record notes of the yearly public
meeting in Carnarvon.
25
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SKA land core area and owners and residents
of the land parcels in the SKA1_MID spiral
arms.
Notify all registered interested and affected
parties of SKA progress and SKA socioeconomic initiatives.
Update and maintain a database of all
interested and affected parties who have
registered their interest in the SKA project,
the SEA process, the AGA regulations
consultations as well as other initiatives
related to the SKA project.
Create work and training opportunities for
local stakeholders where possible.
Conduct a first-order assessment of skills and
experience of retrenched farm workers to
enable placement within positions in South
African Radio Astronomy Observatory
(SARAO), including salary packages.
Assess training required for retrenched farm
workers to be placed in positions in the
South African Radio Astronomy Observatory
(SARAO) (including artisan-training and
further agricultural/land management
training).
Identify schooling requirements for
retrenched farm workers dependents and
potential to participate in the SKA Schools
Programme, where possible.
Establish regular (at least quarterly)
stakeholders forums including local
communities, local and district
municipalities, local NGOs and local



Report on training and
employment opportunities are
offered to retrenched farm workers
(and dependents) on biannual basis.
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Alternative communication technologies are
deployed.



organisations such as SALGA and CogTA, to
local communities in the surrounding towns
informed and obtain stakeholders inputs for
the pre-construction phase.
Organise a yearly public meeting in
Carnarvon to report back on the
implementation of the IEMP (including the
EMPr) and the progress of the long-term
research and monitoring programmes
conducted in the SKA land core area.
Establish a key user group (KUG) for
consultation on the deployment of
alternative communication technologies
within the site.
Ensure that the KUG is fully consulted in the
development of requirements for the
preparation of any tenders for replacement
communication systems.
Provide telecommunication services through
a variety of technical solutions that satisfies:
o the mobile and fixed communication
needs of local stakeholders affected
by the restrictions in consultation
with the KUG,
o the conditions and standards on
telecommunication services
prescribed by the regulations for the
protection of radio astronomy; and
o in compliance with the requirements
for protection of the SKA.
Deploy technologies consistent with
technologies as delivered by the market and






Review and file all supporting
documentation on consultation
with the KUG.
Monitor the satisfaction of external
stakeholders represented by the
KUG with the provision of
telecommunication services.
Compile a comment and response
trail of all inputs and comments
received from stakeholders on the
studies on available communication
technology options.
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Enhance positive impacts on local communities
and the local economy.

subject to technology upgrades in
consultation with the KUG.
Consult experts trained and experienced in
Very high frequency (VHF) and Ultra high
frequency (UHF) radio-based applications,
Microwave links, Fibre optic links and
backbone trunks and Radio based Wide Area
Networks and associated practical
applications to assess available
communication technology options, in
consultation with the KUG.
Assess suitability of deployed
communication technology alternatives for
areas that will be completely affected, as
well as areas that will be less, or minimally
affected as a result of the SKA1_MID, in
consultation with the KUG.
Assess suitability of deployed
communication technology alternatives for
work communications between farm
manager and staff, social communications
with friends and family, emergency
communications, internet research and
online banking or similar applications, in
consultation with the KUG.
Conduct independent socio-economic
surveys to determine the positive and
negative socio-economic impacts
experienced as a result of the SKA
development and to adapt on-going
strategies and initiatives to enhance the
positive impacts and reduce the negative
impacts on local communities, the local





Review outcomes of the socioeconomic surveys.
Verify public access to the results of
socio-economic surveys.
Compile comment and response
trail of all inputs and comments
received on the community
development projects and other
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economy as well as further impacts
identified at regional or national scale.
Consult relevant authorities, conservation
organisations and local communities on
community development projects and other
corporate social responsibility initiatives of
the SKA project
Develop a programme of monitoring and
evaluation of the community development
projects and corporate social responsibility
initiatives of the SKA project.
Assess the need and desirability of the
community development projects.
Promote national and regional awareness of
the South African Radio Astronomy
Observatory (SARAO) Human Development
Capital Programme.
Establish a long-term strategic plan to
optimise and align the various South African
Radio Astronomy Observatory (SARAO)
Human Development Capital Programme
investments already made by South African
Radio Astronomy Observatory (SARAO) and
other state agencies in the Astro-Region.
Promote Astro-tourism in the Astro-Region
and the Northern Cape by sharing/displaying
more information on the SKA project with
interested and affected parties and
collaborate with relevant stakeholders to
create an Astro-route and associated tourism
attractions.
Submit progress reports on community
development projects, proposed impact






corporate social responsibility
initiatives of the South African
Radio Astronomy Observatory
(SARAO).
Report on activities for the Astrotourism in the Astro-Region and the
Northern Cape.
Report on social, heritage and
environmental programmes.
Verify public accessibility of the
progress reports.
Compile comment and response
trail of all inputs and comments
received on the progress reports.
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VIII.

management actions and strategies to
relevant government departments and
municipalities affected by the SKA
development as required.
Release progress reports on community
development projects, proposed impact
management actions and strategies for
public review and comments and inform
local communities and registered interested
and affected parties of public participation
process as required.
Participate to social, heritage and
environmental programmes in collaboration
with the Municipalities, the business
community, NGOs, and the
provincial/national government.

CONSTRUCTION PHASE

The ‘construction’ section of this EMPr refers to all construction activities that will occur within the approved area and access roads, until the project is
completed. Most environmental impacts are likely to occur during the ‘construction’ phase (e.g. noise, dust, and water pollution). If the site is monitored on
a continual basis during the construction phase, it is possible to identify these impacts as they occur. These impacts will then be mitigated through the
measures outlined in this section, together with a commitment to sound environmental management from NRF and its management team.
Land Management
It is envisaged that the Land Management Authority fulfil the following roles, but it remains the ultimate responsibility of the NRF to ensure the
implementation of the EMPr and subsequently compliance to this IEMP.
Impact Management Outcomes
Impact Management Actions
Monitoring
The protection, conservation and management of
 Progress reports on comparative
 Develop and implement the Park
the SKA land core area.
study of animals using artificial
management plan as prepared.
water points.
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Ensure alignment with long term research
and monitoring programmes described in
Chapter 6 of the IEMP.
Monitor the use of strategic artificial water
points by wildlife within SKA land core area
and on surrounding farms.
Remove identified internal fences within the
SKA land core area.
Implement the fencing management
programme which include inspection, repairs
and general maintenance of existing fence
on a weekly base, records of any losses to
neighbouring farms, records of any
predators’ removal and techniques used.
Where electric fences are installed, these
must be monitored to ensure that animals
have not been trapped. If animal fatalities
have occurred these must be investigated
and the services of a qualified specialist
(bird, reptile…) must be employed to
implement the correct management action
to prevent further fatalities.
Maintain and repair the predator-proof
fencing on the perimeter of the SKA land
core area as required.






Inspect perimeter fences on weekly
basis to detect and repair any
defects.
Maintain a log of all predation
management activities to improve
best predation management
practices.
Monitor outcomes of the fencing
management programme.

Construction areas
Impact Management Outcomes

Impact Management Actions


Risk of pollution in construction areas is minimised
based on good maintenance and storage practices.

Clearly demarcate and fence off the
construction footprint prior to the
commencement of construction activities
thus reducing the infringement of the
development on surrounding habitats.

Monitoring
 Monitor the lateral spread of
construction outside of demarcated
areas on a weekly basis.
 Monitor daily demarcation and
fencing of construction footprint.
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Ensure demarcation of parking areas with
applicable signage.
The contractors must provide and maintain a
method statement for “management of
topsoil” which includes the top layer of soil
containing organic material, nutrients and
plant seeds.
Strip the topsoil from all areas that are to be
utilized during the construction period and
where permanent structures and access is
required.
Ripping must be done to a depth of 250 mm
in two directions at right angles and as
appropriately stated by engineer.
Secure empty cement bags with binding
material to prevent spread of cement dust
prior to disposal.
Store sand, stone and cement in demarcated
areas with seal to prevent wind erosion and
deposition of dust on the surrounding
indigenous vegetation.
Provide and service temporary chemical
toilets as per prescribed legislation.
Place temporary chemical toilets at least 100
metres from any watercourse or wetland
system and outside of the 1:100 year
floodline.
Establish septic tanks further than 50 metres
from any aquatic features identified on the
site.
Do not construct “long drop” toilet on the
site.














Monitor daily demarcation of
parking area.
Inspect that the topsoil is stripped
from permanent works, pipeline
trenches, stockpiles, access roads,
construction camps and lay down
areas on weekly basis.
Review and file Method Statement
for “management of topsoil”
Control storage of material onsite.
Monitor servicing of chemical
toilets on a weekly basis by a
licenced Service Provider and file
service records at the site office.
Control maintenance and cleanness
of temporary chemical toilets.
Monitor status of pest in the
construction camps on monthly
basis.
Monitor that eating areas and
closed refuse bins are cleaned as
and when required.
Monitor daily the use of borrow
pits.
Monitor daily management of
stockpile areas.
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Keep temporary chemical toilets in a clean,
neat and hygienic condition, and sufficient
supply of toilet paper at all toilets ensured at
all times.
Maintain fencing and barriers to delineate
the construction areas.
Contractor employees are to avoid walking
on or through areas of natural vegetation,
the drainage lines or watercourses (cause
disturbance in the form of bank
destabilisation which may lead to erosion
during periods of rain), they are to remain on
the demarcated construction site.
Designate restricted eating areas with closed
refuse bins.
Only approved or exempted borrow pits are
used to source material for the
establishment of access roads.
Place the topsoil removed during the
establishment of borrow pits and quarries in
stockpiles.
Stockpiles do not exceed 2 m in height to
avoid compaction and maintain the soil
integrity and chemical composition.
Compaction of soils, erosion and
sedimentation are minimised within
construction areas.
Prevent dust impacts by watering soil
stockpile areas during windy conditions.
Stabilise and protect stockpiles from erosion.

Workshop equipment, maintenance and storage
Impact Management Outcomes

Impact Management Actions

Monitoring
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Risk of pollution in workshop areas is minimised
based on good maintenance and storage practices.






The contractors must provide and maintain a
method statement for “workshop
maintenance and cleaning of plant”.
The contractor must ensure that the
construction equipment are under the
control of suitably qualified and certified
personnel and are in proper working order to
avoid excessive noise and fumes, and have
no fuel or lubricant leakages.
All maintenance and washing of vehicles and
equipment take place in the workshop area
that is equipped with a bund wall and grease
trap oil separator.
During servicing of vehicles or equipment, a
suitable drip tray is used to prevent spills
onto the soil, especially where emergency
repairs are done outside the workshop area.
Leaking equipment is repaired immediately
or be removed from site to facilitate repair.
All potentially hazardous waste is collected
and removed to an appropriate waste site as
recommended by the municipality.
All non-degradable waste is collected and
removed and disposed of to an appropriate
waste site as recommended by the
municipality. Workshop areas are monitored
for oil and fuel spills and such spills must be
cleaned and remediated to the satisfaction
of the ECO.
Cleaning and remediation is done with
products that are in line with best
environmental practice.








Review and file Method Statement
for “workshop maintenance and
cleaning of plant”.
Review Method Statements for
“emergency spills procedures”.
Review Method Statements for
“fire”.
Monitor spillages at the fuel storage
area and integrity of all bunds on a
daily basis.
Inspect for contaminated soil in the
workshop area.
Inspect for contaminated water
resources within the workshop
area.
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A method statement is required from the
Contractor, tendering for the project to show
procedures for dealing with possible
emergencies that can occur, such as fire and
accidental leaks and spillage.
The Contractor must be in possession of an
emergency spill kit that is complete and
available at all times on site. The Contractor
must ensure that senior and other relevant
members of the workforce are trained in
dealing with spills by using emergency spill
kits.
All contaminated soil / yard stone is removed
and disposed of as hazardous waste at an
appropriate waste facility as recommended
by the municipality or placed in containers to
be taken to one central point where bioremediation can be done.
A specialist Contractor must be used for the
bio-remediation of contaminated soil where
the required remediation material and
expertise is not available on site.
All spills of hazardous substances are
reported to the ECO.
The contractor must check for spillages at
the fuel storage area on a daily basis.
The integrity of all bunds is checked on a
daily basis.

Cement
Impact Management Outcomes
The pollution of soil, surface and ground water
resources resulting from cement residue entering
into the surrounding environment is minimised.

Impact Management Actions


The contractors must provide and maintain a
method statement for “cement and concrete

Monitoring
 Review and file Method Statement
for “cement and concrete
batching”.
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batching”. The method statement must
provide information on proposed storage,
washing and disposal of cement, packaging,
tools and plant.
The mixing of concrete is done at specifically
selected sites on mortar boards or similar
structures to contain run-off into soils,
drainage lines and natural vegetation.
Cleaning of cement mixing and handling
equipment is done using proper cleaning
trays.
All hazardous empty containers are stored in
a dedicated area and later removed from the
site for disposal at an appropriate waste
facility as recommended by the municipality.
Any spillage that may occur is investigated
and immediate remedial action must be
taken.
The visible remains of concrete, either solid,
or from washings, are physically removed
immediately and disposed of as waste to an
appropriate landfill site as recommended by
the municipality.
Cement batching areas is located in
consultation with the ECO to ensure residues
are contained and that the proposed
location does not fall within sensitive areas
such as drainage lines, sensitive natural
vegetation, etc.



Inspect for contaminated soil on the
construction site.
Inspect for contaminated water
resources on the site.

Stockpiles
Impact Management Outcomes

Impact Management Actions

Monitoring
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Disturbance and loss of soil are minimised, and the
integrity of topsoil’s for landscaping and
rehabilitation is maintained.








Storm water runoff from the stockpile sites
and other related areas is directed into the
storm water system with the necessary
pollution prevention measures such as silt
traps and may not run freely into the
immediate and surrounding environments.



Soils from different horizons is stock piled
such that topsoil stockpiles do not get
contaminated by sub-soil material.

Contamination of storm water run-off is minimised.

Invasive plant growth in contained.

The stockpiles are placed within the
demarcated areas the location of which must
be approved by the ECO.
All stockpiled material is easily accessible
without any environmental damage.
The contractor must avoid vegetated areas
that will not be cleared.
Stockpiles are stabilised if signs of erosion
are visible.
No plant, workforce or any construction
related activities may be allowed onto the
topsoil stockpiles.
Stock piles are not be higher than 2m to
avoid compaction thereby maintaining the
soil integrity and chemical composition.
All temporarily stockpiled material is
stockpiled in such a way that the spread of
materials are minimised.
If extra materials are brought onto site for
use in the construction of the required fill
platforms, this material must be inert (nonreactive, non-leaching and non-toxic).






Inspect any visible erosion scars
once construction activity is
completed.
Control that stockpiles are
restricted to demarcated areas.
Inspect invasive weed growth.
Inspect any sign of sedimentation
and erosion.



Inspect any sign of sedimentation
and erosion



Inspect any sign of invasive plant
growth
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Topsoil stockpiles are monitored for invasive
exotic vegetation growth.
Contractors must remediate as and when
required in consultation with the ECO.
No plant, workforce or any construction
related activities may be allowed onto the
topsoil stockpiles.
If extra materials are brought onto site for
use in the construction of the required fill
platforms, this material must not contain
topsoil that might contain the seeds of exotic
plant species.

Environmental Awareness and social responsibility
Impact Management Outcomes

Impact Management Actions




Environmental Awareness Training is
implemented.



All staff, contractors and their workforce
receive an induction and an environmental
awareness training session prior to
commencement of work on site.
Conduct toolbox talks (focusing on safety
issues) to facilitate health and safety
discussions on the job site.
Make training material accessible to all staff
using various supports and languages as
required.
Ensure that staff is aware of:
o how construction activities can
impact on the environment, and
what measures can be taken to
mitigate against these impacts.
o emergency and response procedures.
o measures to prevent pollution and
litter control.

Monitoring
 Review and update content of the
Environmental Awareness Induction
Training as required.
 Review records and attendance
registers of all Environmental
Awareness Induction Training.
 Control that environmental
awareness information posters are
visible and maintained at key
locations on site.
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o

o

o
o



Encourage the use of energy saving
equipment at the site camp site (such as low
voltage lights and low pressure taps),
promote recycling, and minimised water use.



Ensure that medical support and supply are
available to staff at all time.
Implement the following restrictions on all
staff operating on the site:
o Use of Personal Protective
Equipment at all times;
o Use sanitation and cooking facilities
provided within the demarcated
areas;
o No alcohol or illegal substance use
on site;
o No firearms permitted on site;
o No excessive noise;
o No illegal disposal of rubble;



A safe working environment is maintained.

social responsibility (no excessive
noise, a “clean site” policy, no alcohol
/ drugs and no firearms permitted on
site, no harvesting of fruit or firewood
from the site or from areas adjacent
to it).
restrictions on trespassing on
properties
neighbouring
the
demarcated construction areas.
accountability in the event of
transgressions of IEMP directives.
procedure to be followed should
heritage resources be uncovered
during all phases of the development.









Monitor the performance of
workers to ensure compliance with
good environmental practices and
general conduct.
Monitor social responsibility during
construction.
Control availability of medical
support and supply.
Conduct adhoc site inspections.
Check that restricted areas are
clearly delimited.
Check that staff remain within
demarcated construction areas.
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o
o
o
o
o

o
o

No littering on the site or
surrounding areas;
No collection of firewood;
No unauthorised interference or
removal of any fauna or flora;
No unauthorised trapping, or feeding
of animals;
No unauthorised
poaching/hunting/intentional killing
of any animal;
No unattended open fires; and
No burning of waste on site.

Health, safety and emergencies risks
Impact Management Outcomes

Impact Management Actions


Implementation of the health, safety and
emergency response action plan that aims to
safeguard life and wellbeing, property and
the environment by:
a. preventing major accidents;
b. identifying, recording and
assessing safety & health hazards
and environmental impacts; and
c. Managing environmental impacts
and risks by also identifying critical
equipment, systems and activities
critical for the prevention and or
control of emergencies



Fencing and/or demarcation of unattended
open excavations.
Fencing and/or demarcation of fire hazards
areas/features on site.

All health and safety risks are minimised and all
emergency situations are controlled.



Monitoring
 Review Method Statements for
“fire”.
 Review Method Statements for
“emergency spills procedures”.
 Control demarcation/fencing of
open excavations on site.
 Control state of basic fire-fighting
equipment.
 Control demarcation of fire hazards
areas/features on site.
 Control state of portable
bioremediation kit.
 Control validity and display of
emergency telephone numbers.
 Control that no veldt fires are
started by the workforce.
 Compile and maintain an incidents
and complaints register to record all
incidents or complaints.
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Structures vulnerable to high winds are
secured.
All staff wears personal protective
equipment.
All people should be supplied with peak caps
to minimise sun exposure.
Water is freely available to the workforce on
site at all times.
Prevent unauthorised access to the
construction areas and camps.
Onsite Fire Control Officer is appointed prior
to commencement of construction activities.
Basic fire-fighting equipment is to the
satisfaction of the Local Fire Services and
within easy access in case of emergency.
A portable bioremediation kit (to remedy
chemical spills) is available on site.
Emergency telephone numbers are up to
date and posted at relevant locations at the
construction sites and the construction
camps.
Fires will only be allowed in facilities
especially constructed for this purpose
within fenced Contractor’s camps. Wood,
charcoal or anthracite are the only fuels
permitted to be used for fires.
Security staff has received basic fire safety
training.
An emergency spill kit including absorbent
material, spill containment and clean-up
equipment is available onsite.




Control state and availability of
emergency spill kit.
Monitor and record any hazardous
substances spills.
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Inform the regional representative of the
Department of Water and Sanitation (DWS)
for pollution of any surface or groundwater.

Visual Impacts
Impact Management Outcomes

Impact Management Actions






Visual intrusion is minimised.





Materials, coatings and paints are selected to
ensure minimal reflectivity and reduce light
pollution.
Use timer switches or motion detectors
(within safety requirements) to control
lighting in areas that are not occupied
continuously.
Relevant permit is obtained from the
competent heritage authority before
installing lights within heritage sites.
Light pollution from the proposed
development in the regional landscape is
minimised.
Reduce up lighting and glare.
Proper disposal of litter and dust, neatness
and tidiness on site at all time.
Rehabilitate or re-vegetate disturbed areas
as soon as practically possible after
construction to reduce the indirect
landscape and visual impacts associated with
exposed soils and possible erosion.

Monitoring
 Review photomontages and
viewshed to ensure optimal micrositing of the SKA1_MID dish
antennas in spiral arms.
 Review lighting plan.
 Review conditions and validity of
permits and licenses associated
with lighting activities.
 Control extent of light pollution
within the site.
 Control disposal of litter and dust,
neatness and tidiness on site with
weekly inspections.

Use of roads and Traffic Management
Impact Management Outcomes

Impact Management Actions

The use of roads and access routes in a manner
that results in the avoidance and/ or minimization
of environmental impacts.



No unauthorised access is permitted. Any
authorised clearing for access roads must be
done under the supervision of the ECO.

Monitoring
 Control unauthorised and
potentially environmentally
destructive access and report to
ECO.
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Access roads for earthmoving-equipment are
clearly designated and be positioned as close
as possible to the site.
No driving off from the marked roads is
permitted.
Designated parking areas is identified and
demarcated with applicable signage.
All vehicles remain on the road and avoid
shoulder or side of the road.
Heritage sites are demarcated and fenced off
within the road reserve of the access routes.
Avoid road construction in the riparian
zones.
In areas where construction or construction
activities are not necessary/required “NO
ENTRY” signs are strategically placed along
natural drainage lines, which are in close
proximity to access routes.
Signs are regularly maintained and cleaned.
Restrict construction vehicles to demarcated
access, haulage routes and turning areas.
Members of the workforce are not under the
influence of alcohol or narcotic substances
while operating vehicles.
Maintain all access routes and roads
adequately in order to minimise erosion and
undue surface damage.
Repair rutting and potholing and maintain
stormwater control mechanisms.
Clear up any gravel or cement spillage on
roads.
Runoff from roads is managed to avoid
erosion and pollution problems.












Inspect access roads for
earthmoving-equipment on weekly
basis.
Inspect demarcation of parking
areas with applicable signage.
Inspect demarcation of heritage
sites with applicable signage.
Monitor any impacts to riparian
zone during road construction
activities.
Monitor and record any
transgression to restrictions on the
use of access roads on weekly basis.
Monitor state of access routes and
roads to minimise erosion and
undue surface damage.
Inspect repairs of rutting and
potholing when required.
Inspect stormwater control
activities on weekly basis.
Monitor gravel or cement spillage
on roads on daily basis.
Monitor that no road construction
activities take place through river
and stream banks on weekly basis.
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The management of traffic in a manner that
results in the avoidance and/ or minimization of
traffic risks.








Access roads are not utilised for recreational
activities.
No off-road driving is permitted, unless
authorised by the Environmental Officer.
Vehicular access is not permitted into natural
areas outside the demarcated construction
areas.
Plan for proper access control where routes
pass through pristine / sensitive areas, to
prevent unauthorised and potentially
environmentally destructive access by the
workforce.
Implement a traffic management plan that
manages traffic in a manner that minimizes
any traffic risks as well as ensuring the
safeguarding of life and wellbeing and
property.
Vehicle traffic does not impact on heritage
sites within the road reserve of the planned
route (including historical bridges, graves
and monuments).
Minimise movement of people and vehicles
on site after dark.
Avoid road traffic in the riparian zones.
Ensure that impediment of normal traffic
flows by heavy construction traffic on any
roads adjacent to the site is managed by a
competent traffic marshal.
Avoid obstruction to traffic or line of sight at
intersections and sharp corners.
All vehicles are in a road-worthy condition.








Verify compliance with the local
authority by-laws and any other
statutory requirements relating to
traffic.
Review Method Statements for
traffic control.
Verify that all vehicles are in a roadworthy condition.
Verify validity of all drivers’ driver’s
license.
Record rate and location of wildlife
road collision on monthly basis.
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Alien invasive plant species control
Impact Management Outcomes

All drivers are in possession of a valid driver’s
license.
Construction vehicle movement within the
construction area are restricted to a
maximum of 25 km per hour.
All loads transported onto or off the site are
secured on vehicles.
Control dust production by regular watering
and/or spraying of a dust suppressant
chemical (environmentally friendly) of roads
and works area.
Install construction warning signs at the
site’s access and exit points for traffic to slow
down.
Signs are regularly maintained and cleaned.
Only areas designated as parking areas are
used for parking trucks and vehicles.

Impact Management Actions


Alien invasive plant species are controlled.





The alien invasive plant species control and
management plans include updated
information on the densities and
distributions of the different alien invasive
plant species and detailed control and
management options.
Inform the Natural Resource Management
Programme: Working for Water of the
Department of Environmental Affairs (DEA)
of the proposed alien invasive plant species
control and management activities.
Compile invasions maps with info on species
and densities, landscape management units,

Monitoring
 Review alien invasive plant species
control and management plans.
 Review records of the consultation
with the Natural Resource
Management Programme: Working
for Water of the Department of
Environmental Affairs (DEA).
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and a detailed history of clearing efforts in
the area to feed into the Management Unit
Control Planning (MUCP) tool.
Record any listed alien invasive plants within
50 metres of all working areas (photographs,
location and density) and cleared prior to the
commencement of construction.
Clear all listed alien invasive plants within 50
metres of all working areas prior to the
commencement of construction and ensure
that a rapid response plan for clearing newly
established invasive alien plants is in place.
Minimise the risk of pollution during removal
and eradication of alien vegetation in
watercourses and riparian areas.
Maintain stockpiled material and keep clear
of weeds and alien vegetation growth by
undertaking weekly weeding and control
methods.
Do not place soil stockpiles from areas with
alien invasive plants in areas free of alien
invasive plants.
Ensure that materials extracted from borrow
pits, quarries and sand mines, for
construction activities and rehabilitation,
originate from alien invasive plants-free
sites.
Clean all construction machinery and plant
equipment delivered to site for use during
the construction phase to limit the
introduction of Alien Invasive Plant Species.
Undertake removal and eradication of alien
vegetation in watercourses and riparian
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areas with extreme care to limit the risk of
pollution and conducted by people trained in
herbicide application.
Watercourse crossing
Impact Management Outcomes

Impact Management Actions





Minimal hydrological alteration (interruption of
natural surface and/or subsurface passage of flow
and the concentration of flows) and fragmentation
of aquatic habitat.











All water crossings are designed in such a
way that movement of water is minimally
altered.
Prevent erosion of banks of watercourses
upstream and downstream of crossings and
associated sedimentation.
Prevent impact on the integrity of any in-situ
archaeological or heritage deposit.
Minimise the alteration of surface and subsurface flow.
Minimise the concentration of flow.
Construct temporary crossing surface for the
crossing of sandy river beds, moderately
marshy or soft soil areas that cannot support
construction vehicles.
Align drifts with stream bottoms.
Ensure diversion of water and stabilisation of
working area prior to excavation activities.
Check that the natural flow of watercourses
is not impeded by fill material.
Prevent erosion when cutting through the
embankments of a watercourse.
Minimise alteration of surface and subsurface flow to retain connectivity and avoid
fragmentation of ecosystems.
Ensure that the combined diameters of the
pipes in the bed stream for low level bridge

Monitoring
 Review and file Method Statement
for the construction of watercourse
crossings.
 Control erosion impacts within the
site on weekly basis.
 Control sedimentation impacts
within the site on weekly basis.
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Water management
Impact Management Outcomes

or culvert crossings is equal to the distance
from one embankment to the opposite
embankment and have a diameter of
approximately the depth of the 1 in 5 to10
year flood level.
Implement bank stabilisation measures when
wetland or watercourse banks steeper than
1:5 are denuded during construction.

Impact Management Actions





Water systems are maintained and impacts on
water sources are minimised.




Minimise water use.
No natural watercourse or water body are
used for the purposes of swimming, personal
washing and the washing of machinery or
clothes.
Where possible, recycle treated wastewater
for non-consumption activities such as dust
suppression and cleaning of vehicles.
Only treated (purified) wastewater with a
count of Escherichia coli (abbreviated as E.
coli) equal to a maximum of 1000 E. coli /100
ml should be used for dust suppression
activities (the use of drinking water for this
activity is not allowed).
Avoid concentration of flow and speeding up
velocity and associated down slope erosion.
Avoid diversion of natural flow pathways.
Maintain natural hydrological regime.

Monitoring
 Annual audits of water systems to
identify possible water leakages
(develop a water balance).
 Control that Borehole pump is
running automatically on daily basis
 Control that Domestic Pumps are
running smoothly and automatically
on daily basis
 Control normal operation of
Domestic Pump Valves gate float &
non-return valves on daily basis
 Control that Chlorine Dosing Pump
is running automatically, and
Chlorine Solution Tank on daily
basis
 Control that Check chlorine solution
or gas tanks on daily basis
 Sample & test water for
bacteriological quality and free
residual chlorine on weekly basis
 Check of normal operational
position of Network Gate Valves
(open or closed) on monthly basis
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Check automatic operation of air
valves on monthly basis
Operate Fire Hydrant to confirm
they are functional and Read Water
Meter and check consumption on
monthly basis
Check of Valve & Meter Chambers:
remove covers, check chambers,
clear any silt & debris. Clean
frames, covers & re-grease, and
exercise gate valves (operate from
fully open - to fully closed - to fully
open & vice versa) on 6-monthly
basis
Control of Borehole, Borehole
Pump, Air Line & Cabling: Agree
Maintenance Contract and
inspect/replace parts as required in
accordance with specialist suppliers
contract on yearly basis
Control of transfer Pump Set &
Ancillaries: Agree Maintenance
Contract and inspect/replace parts
as required in accordance with
specialist suppliers contract on
yearly basis
Control of reverse Osmosis: Agree
Maintenance Contract and
inspect/replace parts as required in
accordance with specialist suppliers
contract on yearly basis
Control of chlorine Dosing Pump &
Ancillaries: Agree Maintenance
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Separation of storm water and wastewater.






The development and implementation of a
storm and waste water management plan
that aims to allow for the identification,
recording, assessing, managing and
monitoring of environmental impacts and
risks associated with storm and waste water.
Prevent disposal of earth, stone and rubble
into stormwater channels, drainage lines or
rivers.
Prevent impact from runoff or damming of
water on the integrity of in-situ
archaeological or heritage deposit.
Do not store any materials on or within 50
metres of a natural drainage system.
Prevent gully formation and siltation of the
riparian resources.
Rehabilitate erosion gullies and rills within
the construction area.









Contract and inspect/replace parts
as required in accordance with
specialist suppliers contract on
yearly basis
Control Cabinet, Control Panel,
Electrodes & Ancillaries: Agree
Maintenance Contract and
inspect/replace parts as required in
accordance with specialist suppliers
contract on yearly basis
Control irrigation of the the site for
landscaping or dust control
purposes being passed into natural
drainage lines.
Monitor implementation of the
storm water management plan.
Monitor redirection of run-off to
prevent drainage alteration to
sensitive plant populations on site.
Review records of the consultation
with the relevant heritage
authority.
Control erosion impacts within the
site on weekly basis.
Monitor peak storm water
discharge from the site to identify
any increase as a result of
construction activities on monthly
basis.
Monitor storm water channels on
weekly basis to ensure that they are
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Consult the relevant heritage authority prior
to implement erosion prevention strategies
within heritage sites.
Prevent surface run-off into excavations with
earth berms or similar diversion channels.
Prevent any impact resulting from runoff or
damming of water on the integrity of in-situ
archaeological or heritage deposit.
Ensure flow attenuation, control of velocities
and capture of sediment upstream of natural
water courses that result from the work
undertaken.
Design stormwater outfalls to reduce flow
velocity and avoid stream banks and soil
erosion.
Control un-channelled flow to avoid erosion.
Channel concentrated flow into
detention/attenuation ponds (or areas
protected with hay bales or similar
structures) for flow minimisation and
sediment trapping.
Prevent erosion along the power line routes
and the access road routes.
Revegetate bare areas around construction
area as soon as possible to prevent
accelerated runoff from construction
activities.
Implement erosion control measures in case
of excessive erosion, loss of soils and
creation of gulleys, to reduce surface flow
velocity and allow for settlement on site of
silt laden surface waters.

not blocked and/or obstructed to
ensure their efficient operation.
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No contamination from waste water to other
water bodies.







Install separate stormwater collection areas
and interceptors at fuel storage areas and
batching plants.
.
Direct stormwater runoff from the stockpile
sites and other related areas into the
stormwater management system and
prevent dispersion into the immediate and
surrounding environments. Ensure that
stockpiles are located more than 100 metres
away from a watercourse.
Prevent contamination of soil, surface or
groundwater on site by chemicals or
hazardous substances.
Prevent discharge of water containing
polluting matter or visible suspended
materials into watercourses or water bodies,
including drainage lines.
Place stockpiles outside of the 1:100-year
flood-line.
Design and manage all storage tanks to
prevent pollution of surface and
groundwater, and soils.
Control use and storage of fuels and
chemicals to prevent leaching into the
ground.
Fuel and chemical storage containers must
be set on a secure bunded platform.
Spillage containment and clean-up measures
are implemented at all time.
Cement batching activities are undertaken in
a controlled manner to contain spillages and





Monitor quality of the groundwater
abstracted at least quarterly during
the construction phase.
Groundwater quality monitoring
must include: pH, Electrical
conductivity, Total dissolved solids,
total suspended solids, soap, oil and
grease, total alkalinity, free and
saline ammonia, ortho-phosphate,
Sulphate, Nitrate, Fluoride,
Chloride, Sodium, Magnesium,
Calcium, Potassium, Aluminium,
Iron, Manganese, Lead.
Monitor quality of the Surface
water at least quarterly during the
construction phase where roads
sections cross drainage lines or
other water resources. Surface
water quality monitoring must
include: turbidity, Electrical
conductivity, pH, and any known
pollutants.
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prevent contamination of soil, surface water
and groundwater.
Concrete mixing is carried out in a bunded
area and on an impermeable surface (such as
on mortar boards or similar structures).
Vehicles and equipment used at concrete
batching plants are cleaned in demarcated
wash bays, using cleaning trays where
appropriate.
Install oil traps on all vehicles wash areas
before draining into the sewer system.
Prevent overflow from contaminated water
storage facilities and implement protection
from rain and flooding.
Contractors must compile a method
statement for the workshop maintenance
and cleaning of equipment as well for
refuelling activities under normal and
emergency situations.
All maintenance of vehicles and equipment is
undertaken in a dedicated workshop area,
fitted with a bund wall and a grease trap oil
separator.
The accumulation of grease, fat, oil or solid
matter in the grease-trap tank or chamber, is
removed as and when required to ensure the
effective operation of such grease-trap tank
or chamber. Use a mobile refuelling unit and
ground protection such as drip trays if onsite servicing and refuelling is required in
emergency situations.









Monitor the use and storage of
fuels and chemicals on weekly basis
to identify any spillages and prevent
contamination of soil, surface water
and groundwater.
Monitor cement batching activities
on weekly basis to identify any
spillages and prevent
contamination of soil, surface water
and groundwater.
Monitor wash bays on weekly basis
to identify any spillages and prevent
contamination of soil, surface water
and groundwater.
Control measures are areas used for
the cleaning of equipment and
materials on weekly basis.
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Wastewater management
Impact Management Outcomes
Separation of storm water and wastewater to
avoid contamination from wastewater to other
water bodies.

Containers for the cleaning of equipment
and materials (paint, solvent) is provided as
to avoid spillages.
Leaking equipment is repaired or removed
from site to facilitate repair.
Place drip trays under all unused equipment
and vehicles parked outside to avoid leakage
of oil and fuel.
Clean and remediate any oil and fuel spills in
workshop areas.
Transfer used oils to special waste oil
collection drums (as and when required) to
prevent accumulation, overspill and
potential contamination at the work site.
Keep wastewater separate from clean
stormwater and prevent it from running
freely into any of the surrounding naturally
vegetated areas.

Impact Management Actions





Treat sewage from the construction camps
using a Wastewater treatment package
plant.
Direct wastewater from the
cement/concrete batching areas and
workshop areas to an oil separator before
being dispatched to the wastewater
treatment system.
Dispose of sewage sludge from wastewater
treatment processes at a regional sewage
plant via vacuum tankers.

Monitoring
 Inspect pipes and connectors to
identify wear and tear on a weekly
basis.
 Monitor disposal of used oils and
lubricants on weekly basis.
 Control pollution of water resources
within the site on weekly basis.
 Control disposal and treatment of
waste water on weekly basis.
 Monitor Intake Screens and clear
screens on daily basis
 Monitor Submersible Transfer
Pumps on daily basis
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The evaporation dam is lined with a thick
layer of compacted clay to prevent any
infiltration of treated wastewater into the
groundwater system.
The evaporation dam is designed with
sloping sides to allow for trapped animals to
escape and to prevent animal casualties.















Monitor Submersible Mixer on daily
basis
Monitor Blowers on daily basis
Monitor Pump Valves for normal
operation of valves on daily basis
Chlorine & FE Dosing Pumps on
daily basis
Monitor Chlorine Solution Tank –
Check chlorine solution or gas tanks
on daily basis
Monitor Chlorine Solution Mixture
and replenish chlorine solution on
weekly basis
Monitor Effluent Quality Tests –
Sample & test water for achieved
disinfection levels on weekly basis
Monitor Effluent – sampling of
incoming and final effluent and
dispatch to a Laboratory for analysis
and report on monthly basis
Monitor Manholes: remove covers,
check manholes, clear any silt &
debris on 6-monthly basis
Monitor Gate Valves: Exercise
valves (operate from fully open - to
fully closed - to fully open & vice
versa) on 6-monthly basis
Monitor Transfer Pump Set &
Ancillaries: Agree Maintenance
Contract and inspect/replace parts
as required in accordance with
specialist suppliers contract on
yearly basis
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Waste Management
Impact Management Outcomes

Impact Management Actions


Solid wastes are managed in a manner that results
in the avoidance and/or minimization of health,
safety and environmental risks.



Facilitate recycling of all recyclable waste
generated on the site.
Separate solid waste into general waste and
organic biodegradable waste.

Monitor Chlorine Dosing Pump &
Ancillaries: Agree Maintenance
Contract and inspect/replace parts
as required in accordance with
specialist suppliers contract on
yearly basis
Monitor Control Cabinet, Control
Panel, Electrodes & Ancillaries;
Agree Maintenance Contract and
inspect/replace parts as required in
accordance with specialist suppliers
contract on yearly basis
Monitor Pre-digestion: Checking of
contamination and solidification in
pre-digestion and purge if necessary
on yearly basis
Monitor Mechanical & Electrical
Equipment: Maintenance,
assessment and recording of the
condition of all electrical on yearly
basis mechanical and other
components
Monitor Evaporation Pond:
Maintenance of the evaporation
pond on yearly basis.

Monitoring
 Review and file Method Statement
for “solid waste management”.
 Keep record of proposed licensed
facility to be utilised for auditing
purposes.
 Keep record of legal dumping.
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Separate recyclable and non-recyclable
wastes in clearly labelled and lid-secured
bins on the site.
Minimise disposal to landfill of any general
waste generated on the site.
The contractor must supply a method
statement for “solid waste management”.
The method statement must provide
information on proposed licensed facility to
be utilised and details of proposed record
keeping for auditing purposes.
Dispose non-hazardous waste generated on
site at a landfill site recognised and approved
by the municipality.
Remove chemical containers and packaging
brought onto the site for disposal at a
suitable site.
Provide sufficient closed containers in
strategic location around the construction
site to handle the amount of litter, wastes,
rubbish, debris, and builder’s wastes
generated on the site.
All refuse bins must have a lid secured so
that animals cannot gain access.
Collect all litter as and when required from
working areas.
Empty all bins and/or skips as and when
required.
Avoid disposal of any waste, with the
exception of organic biodegradable waste
that can be buried in a pit excavated for that
purpose and covered with layers of soil,










Monitor waste segregation/disposal
methods on a monthly basis.
Inspect designated area for wastes
(i.e. skips and waste collection bins)
as and when required to verify its
condition and integrity, particularly
after rainfall events.
Control that wastes are removed
from site on a weekly basis and
disposed of at an appropriate
landfill site as recommended by the
municipality.
File waybills of non-hazardous
waste disposal at the site office for
auditing purposes.
Control disposal of biodegradable
waste onsite.
Inspect illegal dumping of waste
occur on the site and/or
neighbouring farms on monthly
basis.
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Hazardous wastes including oils and chemicals are
managed in a manner that results in the avoidance
and/or minimization of health, safety and
environmental risks.








incorporating a final 0,5-metre-thick layer of
topsoil.
Prevent illegal dumping of waste within the
site and/or neighbouring farms.
Store hazardous wastes in leak-proof
secured storage containers, clearly labelled
(i.e. indicating the contents, quantities and
safety requirements) and in a locked wellventilated area.
Display required safety signs depicting “no
smoking”, No Naked lights” and “Danger” in
hazardous storage areas.
Maintain and clean all signs.
The contractor must supply a method
statement for the storage of hazardous
materials at tender stage.
The contractors must provide and maintain a
method statement for “Diesel tanks and
refuelling procedures”.
The refuelling area must be within the
construction camp area and must comply
with the relevant SABS standards. Refuelling
of all machinery must take place within this
area.
Place bulk fuel storage tanks on the site on
an impervious surface that is bunded and
able to contain at least 110% of the volume
of the tanks, with the filler tap inside the
bunded area.
Place the bulk fuel storage tanks in a portion
of the construction camp where they do not
pose a high risk in terms of water pollution
(away from watercourses and boreholes).













Review and file Method Statement
for “handling and storage of oils
and chemicals”.
Review and file Method Statement
for “emergency spills procedures”.
Review and file Method Statement
for the storage of hazardous
materials.
Review and file Method Statement
for “Diesel tanks and refuelling
procedures”.
Review and approve the procedure
for dealing with spills/ fire.
Maintain records of all spills and
corrective actions taken.
Monitor disposal plan for electrical
and electronic wastes, scrap metal
waste and nuclear based waste.
Control that no storage of solid or
hazardous waste occur within
heritage sites.
Control state and working condition
of fire-fighting equipment at all
hazardous storage areas on
monthly basis.
Control that employees handling
hazardous substances wear
personal protective equipment on
daily basis.
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Minimise the risk of the tanks being ruptured
or damaged by vehicles by placing bulk fuel
storage tanks so that they are out of the way
of traffic.
Cover the bulk fuel storage areas during the
rainy season.
Fire-fighting equipment must be available at
all hazardous storage areas.
Seal and store materials such as fuel, oil,
paint, herbicide and insecticides in bermed
areas or under lock and key, as appropriate,
in well-ventilated areas.
Provide training to employees handling
hazardous substances for the safe use of the
substance and awareness of the potential
impacts and follow safety measures.
Personal protective equipment is available at
all time to employees handling hazardous
substances.
Maintain Alphabetical Hazardous Chemical
Substance control sheet on a continuous
basis.
Maintain Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS)
must be prepared for all hazardous
substances on site on a continuous basis.
Handle hazardous substances in a safe
manner.
Store hazardous substances, not in use, in
suitable bunded storage areas more than
100 metres away from watercourses to
prevent soil and groundwater contamination
and environmental degradation.










Control and record unauthorised
access into the hazardous
substances storage areas on a
monthly basis.
Control that hazardous chemicals
used on site have Material Safety
Data Sheets and that it is kept up to
date on a continuous basis.
Control all event of collection and
disposal of hazardous wastes by a
suitably qualified and registered
company.
Record all spills and corrective
action taken.
Monitor landfill sites identified to
accommodate refuse and
hazardous material to determine
that the facilities can handle the
type and volume of disposal
envisaged. If the facilities are found
to be lacking, additional facilities
must be identified, or steps must be
put in place to ensure the landfill
site has the required capacity.
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Remove hazardous wastes as and when
required and dispose of at a hazardous waste
disposal facility as recommended by the
municipality.
Lay down storage areas/tanks on a smooth
impermeable surface (concrete) with a
permanent bund to contain a spill/leak from
the stored containers, only once containers
are in their final position, not in transit, and
in a way that does not pose a danger of
pollution even during times of high rainfall.
The floor of the bund must be sloped,
draining to an oil separator.
Contractor must provide method statements
for the “handling & storage of oils and
chemicals”, “fire”, and “emergency spills
procedures”.
Set drip trays (minimum of 10cm deep)
under all vehicles and/or machinery (eg
generators) that stand for more than 24
hours.
Make sure that the surface area of the drip
trays is adapted to the vehicle and/or
machine and is large enough to catch any
hydrocarbons that may leak from the vehicle
and/or machine while standing.
The depth of the drip tray must be
determined considering the total amount /
volume of oil in the vehicle and/or machine.
The drip tray must be able to contain the
volume of oil in the vehicle and/or machine.
Spill kits must be available on site and in all
vehicles that transport hydrocarbons for
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dispensing to other vehicles on the
construction site. Spill kits must be made up
of material/product that is in line with
environmental best practice
All spilled hazardous substances must be
contained in impermeable containers for
removal to a licensed hazardous waste site,
(this includes contaminated soils, and
drenched spill kit material).
Ensure that mixing of all chemicals and
hazardous materials takes place on a tray or
impermeable surface within a temperaturecontrolled fire proof bunded room.
Dispose of waste generated from mixing of
all chemicals and hazardous materials at an
appropriate landfill site as recommended by
the municipality.
Store hazardous materials, fuel and other
lubricants, not in use, within a temperaturecontrolled fire proof bunded room to
prevent soil contamination by fuels and
other toxic materials.
Do not store hazardous materials or place
temporary ablution facilities within 100
meters of a watercourse or wetland, or
within the 1:100-year flood line.
Appoint suitably qualified contractors to
remove any residue of hazardous substance
spillages from site. Contaminated soil must
be disposed of at an appropriate waste
facility as recommended by the municipality
designated for this purpose.
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The contractor must set up a procedure for
dealing with spills/ fire, which will include
notifying the ECO and the relevant
authorities prior to commencing with
construction. These procedures must be
developed with consultation and approval by
the appointed Environmental Officer.

Dust
Impact Management Outcomes

Impact Management Actions




Dust generation is minimised.





The contractors must provide and maintain a
method statement for “dust control”. The
method statement must provide information
on the proposed source of water to be
utilised and the details of the licenses
acquired for such usage.
Potable water must not be used as a means
of dust suppression, and alternative
measures must be sourced.
Water and/or spray roads and construction
area with environmentally friendly dust
suppressant chemical during dry and windy
conditions to control dust fallout.
Avoid watering grounds where concrete dust
has fallen or can infiltrate into the soil.
Concrete bags must not be allowed to blow
around the site and spread cement dust.
Limit site clearing to demarcated areas to
prevent dust emission and soil erosion on
bare ground.
Avoid excavation, handling and transport of
erodible materials under high wind

Monitoring
 Inspect areas where dust-damping
measures are implemented on
weekly basis
 Monitor dust fallout around rock art
sites on monthly basis.
 No visible evidence of dust
contamination on the surrounding
environment
 Review and file Method Statement
for “dust control”.
 Monitor baseline targets of dust
counts on weekly basis.
 Monitor visible signs of dust on
daily basis.
 Keep record of any complaints from
interested and Affected parties.
 Report incidences to ECO as
required.
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conditions or when a visible dust plume is
present.
Where standard dust suppression measures
are not sufficient, main access roads and site
camps must be surfaced with a temporary
surface such as gravel to assist with dust
suppression.
Prevent damages to rock art sites identified
and demarcated within the site due to dust
fallout.

Noise
Impact Management Outcomes

Impact Management Actions




Noise generation is minimised.






Restrict the use of sound amplification
equipment for communication and
emergency only.
Contractors must endeavour to limit
unnecessary noise, especially loud talking,
shouting or whistling, radios, sirens or
hooters and motor revving.
The use of silent compressors is a specific
requirement.
Work hours during the construction phase
(07h00 – 18h00) must be strictly enforced
unless permission is given. Permission must
not be granted without consultation with the
local residents and businesses by the
Environmental Officer.
Conduct blasting, piling or any other ‘noisy’
activities during work hours only unless
permitted by the Environmental Officer.
Inform residents and businesses adjacent to
the development in writing 24 hours prior to

Monitoring
 Monitor baseline ambient noise
survey on weekly basis including
measurement of noise levels in
accordance with SANS 10103.
 Keep record of monitored noise
levels during construction.
 Record and address complaints
from interested and affected
parties including staff on site and
surrounding landowners on
monthly basis or as required based
on special requests.
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any planned activities that will be unusually
noisy or any other activities that could
reasonably have an impact on the adjacent
sites.
Maintain all vehicles in a good working order
to reduce noise pollution.

Flora and fauna
Impact Management Outcomes

Impact Management Actions





Impacts on fauna and flora are minimised and
their habitats protected or minimally disturbed.








6

No development is undertaken in areas
delineated as unsuitable for development6.
Restrict construction activities to
demarcated areas.
Ensure optimal use of already disturbed
areas and minimal indigenous vegetation
clearance.
Design new access roads to follow contours
in hilly areas.
Minimise impacts on drainage lines.
Avoid excavation or construction activity
within the riparian zone.
Limit the introduction of foreign gravel
material to the construction areas.
Unauthorised poaching/hunting/intentional
killing of any animal is strictly forbidden
within the protected area and constitute a
criminal offence.
Collision risks to birds are minimised with
markers and bird flappers on powerlines,
particularly on powerlines adjacent to
seasonally flooded areas.

Monitoring
 Control extent of construction
activities within demarcated areas.
 Monitor new and existing
powerlines on-site.
 Record bird mortalities and inform
Endangered Wildlife Trust (EWT)
and Birdlife South Africa (BLSA).
 Monitor bat activity levels within
footprint area.
 Inspect backfilled trenches.
 Record road kill incidents.
 Monitor state and location of
markers and bird flappers on
powerlines on a monthly basis.
 Control signalisation of protected
and specially protected plants
within construction areas on a
weekly basis.
 Control spacing between
photovoltaic panels.
 Monitor vegetation re-growth/
animal re-colonisation on

Areas delineated as unsuitable for development were defined during the SKA1_MID SEA and are listed in Section III of this EMPr.
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Remove nests from dish-antennas to prevent
population establishment in the operation
footprint area.
Restrict the amount of movement of people
and vehicles on site after dark.
Instruct drivers to reduce road kill.
Use underpasses in combination with fencing
on stretches of roads with anticipated high
road kill frequency.
Signal the location of protected and specially
protected plants by means of hazard tape.
Fit spikes or bird discouragers on poles in
vulnerable wetland areas.
Fit wood pole structures with Bird Friendly
structures.
Prevent electrocution risks on power lines
especially for birds with wingspans >2.0
metres between 2 live conductors or
between live and earth phases.
Consult Endangered Wildlife Trust (EWT) and
Birdlife South Africa (BLSA) if any bird
fatalities are recorded onsite.
Do not disturb breeding sites of raptors and
other wild birds’ species discovered onsite.
Do not disturb bats roosts discovered onsite.
Ensure sufficient spacing between
photovoltaic panels to allow for sunlight to
reach the groundcover to promote ecological
succession and animal re-colonisation.
Reduce the number of identified internal
fences within the SKA land core area to
enable wildlife movement.




groundcover within the solar field
on a monthly basis.
Review strategy for identified
internal fences removal within the
SKA land core area.
Control the state of the jackal-proof
fencing around the boundary of the
SKA telescope core and verify that
repairs and maintenance activities
are conducted where required on a
monthly basis.
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Prevent any interference with livestock of
neighbouring properties without the
landowner’s written consent.



During clearing of vegetation, remove topsoil
and store it in low berms adjacent to the
construction area and upslope for respreading during rehabilitation.
The contractors must provide and maintain a
method statement for “management of
topsoil” which includes the top layer of soil
containing organic material, nutrients and
plant seeds.
Strip topsoil after the clearing of vegetation
and before excavation or construction
commences.
Ripping must be done to a depth of 250 mm
in two directions at right angles and as
appropriately stated by engineer.
Following the clearing of an area, the
surfaces of all exposed slopes are roughened
to retain water and increase infiltration.
Keep rivers, watercourses and other water
bodies clear of felled trees, vegetation
cuttings and debris.
Dispose of debris resulting from clearing and
pruning at an appropriate waste disposal
facility as recommended by the municipality.
Retain existing vegetation along the
boundaries of the construction areas to
assist in the control of sediment dispersal
from exposed areas and reduce erosion risks.
Complete searching, rescue and replanting of
all protected and endangered species or





Risks and impacts resulting of vegetation
clearance are minimised.

















Monitor storage of topsoil.
Control state of watercourses and
water features.
Control that debris are
appropriately disposed of.
Record any impact on protected
and endangered species or species
of conservation concern.
Inspect construction areas and
adjacent areas to identify potential
erosion.
Inspect that the topsoil is stripped
from permanent works, pipeline
trenches, stockpiles, access roads,
construction camps and lay down
areas on weekly basis.
Review and file Method Statement
for “management of topsoil”
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damaged during construction prior to
clearing.





The reduction of the abundance of species of
conservation concern is prevented and the
ecological integrity of the site is maintained.








Implement plant rescue and translocation
plan.
Implement plant revegetation and
rehabilitation plan.
Where protection cannot be achieved by
avoidance, translocate succulent and bulb
plants to adjacent habitat.
Map and take photographs of the
translocation areas before and after
translocation.
Translocate plants in the same soil type and
depth and outside of the demarcated
construction area.
Do not translocate herbaceous and woody
plants.
Re-establish protected herbaceous plant
species from seed during the rehabilitation
activities and woody species replaced by
nursery-grown plants.
At the end of construction, the site camp
must be fully rehabilitated by removing the
temporary surface, ripping the area to
loosen the soil and the area must be revegetated with locally indigenous vegetation
only, according to the landscape
development plan for the project.
Mulch all disturbed areas to encourage
vegetation re-growth.









Review baseline for demarcated
construction areas which will be
used for rehabilitation activities.
Monitor implementation and
outcomes of the plant rescue and
translocation plan.
Record baseline of translocation
areas.
Verify that sloped areas (including
river banks) are stabilised and
erosion controlled.
Monitor implementation and
outcomes of the revegetation and
rehabilitation plan.
Report on revegetation and habitat
rehabilitation activities.
Verify compliance with issued
permits during construction
activities involving the removal,
translocation, transport of
indigenous, protected and specially
protected plants.
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Remove weeds, rip compacted subsoil, and
reinstate topsoil layers prior to rehabilitation
activities.
Use locally-sourced seed of indigenous grass
species that were recorded on site during
the pre-construction phase for the reseeding, supplemented with translocation of
succulents and bulbs from adjacent areas.
Use nursery-grown Acacia erioloba to
replace felled specimens where maintenance
of the trees is feasible.
Ensure that topsoil stockpiles are kept
separate from other stockpiled materials for
later use in rehabilitation requirements.
In case of windy conditions or heavy rain,
stockpiles must be protected.
Rip and rehabilitate compacted areas caused
by stockpiling as construction progresses.
Integrate revegetation and habitat
rehabilitation activities with the surrounding
landscape to address the upstream and
downstream causes of degradation.

Heritage, Archaeological, and palaeontological resources
Impact Management Outcomes

Impact Management Actions


Archeological, Palaeontological and Heritage
resources protected and/or managed.



Develop and implement the Heritage
Conservation Management Plan, Find
Procedure for Heritage resources and Fossil
Finds Procedure.
Consult the relevant heritage authority for
any amendment to the Heritage
Conservation Management Plan, Find

Monitoring
 Monitor and report the outcomes
of the Chance Find Procedure and
Fossil Find Procedure.
 Review and update SAHRIS case
files for SKA1_MID infrastructure.
 Review and record outcomes of
consultation of the relevant
heritage authority.
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Procedure for Heritage resources and Fossil
Finds Procedure.
Submit any update to micro-sitting of the
SKA1_MID infrastructure and onsite activities
to the SAHRIS case file for record keeping.
Maintain demarcation and signalisation of
farmhouse, graves corbelled houses and
other national monuments within the site.
Prevent impacts to farmhouse, graves
corbelled houses and other national
monuments within the site.
Prior to construction activities coming within
10m of any cultural and heritage sites
identified in chapter 3 of the IEMP within the
SEA study area, the necessary permits from
the relevant heritage authority must be
obtained.
Consult the relevant heritage authority for
exhumation or removal of graves.
Inform the relevant heritage authority of any
heritage resources identified onsite.
Include the final location of proposed borrow
pit and quarries in the Heritage Conservation
Management Plan.
Consult the relevant heritage authority if any
construction activities must occur within
dolerite outcrops, Grade IIIA resources and
within 100m of a river bed.
Consult the relevant heritage authority if any
construction activities must occur on the
Lower Beaufort Group geological formation
(Abrahamskraal Formation).















Monitor the state of the Grade IIIb
heritage resources within the site
on annual basis.
Submit outcomes of monitoring
activities to the relevant heritage
authority for comment and record
keeping.
Review full recording and grading of
historical farmsteads within
construction areas and inclusion
into the Heritage Conservation
Management Plan.
Submit full recording and grading of
historical farmsteads within
construction areas to the relevant
heritage authority for comment and
record keeping.
Control demarcation and
signalisation of farmhouse, graves
corbelled houses and other national
monuments within the site.
Control state of demarcation and
signalisation of the cluster of graves
inside the road reserve of the
DR2996 and DR2337 gravel roads
between Carnarvon and Brandvlei.
Control state of protective barrier,
road signage and rumble strip to
both approaches to the Konka farm.
Record date and location of any
human remains, archaeological,
palaeontological and meteorite
materials uncovered on the site.
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Avoid consolidated alluvial deposits along
major water courses.
Consult the relevant heritage authority for
removal of Grade IIIc heritage resources.
Avoid cluster of graves inside the road
reserve of the DR2996 and DR2337 gravel
roads between Carnarvon and Brandvlei.
Maintain demarcation and signalisation of
the cluster of graves inside the road reserve
of the DR2996 and DR2337 gravel roads
between Carnarvon and Brandvlei.
Maintain protective barrier, road signage
and rumble strip to both approaches to the
Konka farm, which contains two corbelled
houses which are declared National
Monument, along the provincial road which
provide access to the SKA site.
Consult the relevant heritage authority for
demolition of any building within the site.
Should any archaeological artefacts be
exposed during construction activities, work
on the area where the artefacts were found
must cease immediately and the ECO must
be notified within 24 hours. Upon receipt of
such notification, the ECO will arrange for
the excavation to be examined by an
Archaeologist.
Preserve and manage new archaeological
finds discovered onsite during construction.
Under no circumstances must archaeological
artefacts be, destroyed or interfered with.
Do not disturb archaeological sites exposed
during demolition or construction activities




Keep record of any archaeological
artefacts uncovered during
construction activities.
File notifications sent to the ECO,
consultation with the relevant
heritage authority and on-site
archaeological surveys.
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prior to authorisation by the relevant
heritage authority.
Inform the relevant heritage authority of any
human remains, archaeological,
palaeontological and meteorite materials
uncovered on the site.

Socio-Economic
Impact Management Outcomes

Impact Management Actions





Enhanced socio-economic development






Develop and implement communication
strategies to facilitate public participation.
Develop and implement a collaborative and
constructive approach to conflict resolution
as part of the external stakeholder
engagement process.
Sustain regular communication and liaison
with neighbouring owners and residents of
the SKA land core area and owners and
residents of the land parcels in the
SKA1_MID spiral arms.
Develop and maintain a comment and
response trail of all communications with
neighbouring owners and residents of the
SKA land core area and owners and residents
of the land parcels in the SKA1_MID spiral
arms.
Notify all registered interested and affected
parties of SKA progress and SKA socioeconomic initiatives.
Update and maintain a database of all
interested and affected parties who have
registered their interest in the SKA project,
the SEA process, the AGA regulations

Monitoring
 Report on conflict resolution
activities as part of the external
stakeholder engagement process on
annual basis.
 Compile comment and response
trail of all communications with
neighbouring owners and residents
of the SKA land core area and
owners and residents of the land
parcels in the SKA1_MID spiral arms
.
 Review and maintain interested and
affected parties database.
 Record notes of the yearly public
meeting in Carnarvon.
 Report on training and
employment opportunities are
offered to retrenched farm workers
(and dependents) on biannual basis.
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consultations as well as other initiatives
related to the SKA project.
Create work and training opportunities for
local stakeholders where possible.
Conduct a first-order assessment of skills and
experience of retrenched farm workers to
enable placement within positions in South
African Radio Astronomy Observatory
(SARAO), including salary packages.
Assess training required for retrenched farm
workers to be placed in positions in the
South African Radio Astronomy Observatory
(SARAO) (including artisan-training and
further agricultural/land management
training).
Identify schooling requirements for
retrenched farm workers dependents and
potential to participate in the SKA Schools
Programme, where possible.
Establish regular (at least quarterly)
stakeholders forums including local
communities, local and district
municipalities, local NGOs and local
organisations such as SALGA and CogTA, to
local communities in the surrounding towns
informed and obtain stakeholders inputs for
the pre-construction phase.
Organise a yearly public meeting in
Carnarvon to report back on the
implementation of the IEMP (including the
EMPr) and the progress of the long-term
research and monitoring programmes
conducted in the SKA land core area.
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Alternative communication technologies are
deployed.





Establish a key user group (KUG) for
consultation on the deployment of
alternative communication technologies
within the site.
Ensure that the KUG is fully consulted in the
development of requirements for the
preparation of any tenders for replacement
communication systems.
Provide telecommunication services through
a variety of technical solutions that satisfies:
o the mobile and fixed communication
needs of local stakeholders affected
by the restrictions in consultation
with the KUG,
o the conditions and standards on
telecommunication services
prescribed by the regulations for the
protection of radio astronomy; and
o in compliance with the requirements
for protection of the SKA.
Deploy technologies consistent with
technologies as delivered by the market and
subject to technology upgrades in
consultation with the KUG.
Consult experts trained and experienced in
Very high frequency (VHF) and Ultra high
frequency (UHF) radio-based applications,
Microwave links, Fibre optic links and
backbone trunks and Radio based Wide Area
Networks and associated practical
applications to assess available
communication technology options, in
consultation with the KUG.






Review and file all supporting
documentation on consultation
with the KUG.
Monitor the satisfaction of external
stakeholders represented by the
KUG with the provision of
telecommunication services.
Compile a comment and response
trail of all inputs and comments
received from stakeholders on the
studies on available communication
technology options.
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Enhance positive impacts on local communities
and the local economy.





Assess suitability of deployed
communication technology alternatives for
areas that will be completely affected, as
well as areas that will be less, or minimally
affected as a result of the SKA1_MID, in
consultation with the KUG.
Assess suitability of deployed
communication technology alternatives for
work communications between farm
manager and staff, social communications
with friends and family, emergency
communications, internet research and
online banking or similar applications, in
consultation with the KUG.
Conduct independent socio-economic
surveys to determine the positive and
negative socio-economic impacts
experienced as a result of the SKA
development and to adapt on-going
strategies and initiatives to enhance the
positive impacts and reduce the negative
impacts on local communities, the local
economy as well as further impacts
identified at regional or national scale.
Consult relevant authorities, conservation
organisations and local communities on
community development projects and other
corporate social responsibility initiatives of
the SKA project.
Develop a programme of monitoring and
evaluation of the community development
projects and corporate social responsibility
initiatives of the SKA project.









Review outcomes of the socioeconomic surveys.
Verify public access to the results of
socio-economic surveys.
Compile comment and response
trail of all inputs and comments
received on the community
development projects and other
corporate social responsibility
initiatives of the South African
Radio Astronomy Observatory
(SARAO).
Report on activities for the Astrotourism in the Astro-Region and the
Northern Cape.
Report on social, heritage and
environmental programmes.
Verify public accessibility of the
progress reports.
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Assess the need and desirability of the
community development projects.
Present programme of monitoring and
evaluation of the community development
projects and corporate social responsibility
initiatives of the South African Radio
Astronomy Observatory (SARAO) at the
stakeholders’ forums for comments and
inputs.
Promote national and regional awareness of
the South African Radio Astronomy
Observatory (SARAO) Human Development
Capital Programme.
Establish a long-term strategic plan to
optimise and align the various South African
Radio Astronomy Observatory (SARAO)
Human Development Capital Programme
investments already made by South African
Radio Astronomy Observatory (SARAO) and
other state agencies in the Astro-Region.
Promote Astro-tourism in the Astro-Region
and the Northern Cape by sharing/displaying
more information on the SKA project with
interested and affected parties and
collaborate with relevant stakeholders to
create an Astro-route and associated tourism
attractions.
Submit progress reports on community
development projects, proposed impact
management actions and strategies to
relevant government departments and
municipalities affected by the SKA
development as required.



Compile comment and response
trail of all inputs and comments
received on the progress reports.
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IX.

Release progress reports on community
development projects, proposed impact
management actions and strategies for
public review and comments and inform
local communities and registered interested
and affected parties of public participation
process as required.
Participate to social, heritage and
environmental programmes in collaboration
with the Municipalities, the business
community, NGOs, and the
provincial/national government.

OPERATION PHASE

The “operation” section of this EMPr refers to all operation activities that will occur within the approved area and access roads, once the construction activities
are completed. Many potential environmental impacts will have immediate or long-term effects during the ‘operational’ phase (e.g. noise, waste management,
and water pollution). If the development is monitored on a continual basis during operations, it is possible to identify these impacts as they occur. These
impacts will then be mitigated through the measures outlined in this section, together with a commitment to sound environmental management from NRF
and its management team.
Land Management
It is envisaged that the Land Management Authority fulfil the following roles, but it remains the ultimate responsibility of the NRF to ensure the
implementation of the EMPr and subsequently compliance to this IEMP.
Impact Management Outcomes
Impact Management Actions
Monitoring
 Progress reports on comparative
 Implement the Park management plan when
study of animals using artificial
approved.
The protection, conservation and management of
water points.
 Ensure alignment with long term research
the SKA land core area.

Inspect perimeter fences on weekly
and monitoring programmes described in
basis to detect and repair any
Chapter 6 of the IEMP.
defects.
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Monitor the use of strategic artificial water
points by wildlife within SKA land core area
and on surrounding farms.
Remove identified internal fences within the
SKA land core area.
Implement the fencing management
programme which include inspection, repairs
and general maintenance of existing fence
on a weekly base, records of any losses to
neighbouring farms, records of any
predators’ removal and techniques used.
Where electric fences are installed, these
must be monitored to ensure that animals
have not been trapped. If animal fatalities
have occurred these must be investigated
and the services of a qualified specialist
(bird, reptile…) must be employed to
implement the correct management action
to prevent further fatalities.
Maintain and repair the predator-proof
fencing on the perimeter of the SKA land
core area as required.

Environmental Awareness and social responsibility
Impact Management Outcomes
Impact Management Actions


Environmental Awareness Training is
implemented.



All staff, contractors and their workforce
receive an induction and an environmental
awareness training session prior to
commencement of work on site.
Conduct toolbox talks (focusing on safety
issues) to facilitate health and safety
discussions on the job site.





Maintain a log of all predation
management activities to improve
best predation management
practices.
Monitor outcomes of the fencing
management programme.

Monitoring
 Review and update content of the
Environmental Awareness Induction
Training as required.
 Review records and attendance
registers of all Environmental
Awareness Induction Training.
 Control that environmental
awareness information posters are
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A safe working environment is maintained.



visible and maintained at key
locations on site.

Make training material accessible to all staff
using various supports and languages as
required.
Ensure that staff is aware of:
o how operation and maintenance
activities can impact on the
environment, and what measures
can be taken to mitigate against
these impacts.
o emergency and response
procedures.
o measures to prevent pollution and
litter control.
o social responsibility (no excessive
noise, a “clean site” policy, no
alcohol / drugs and no firearms
permitted on site, no harvesting of
fruit or firewood from the site or
from areas adjacent to it).
o restrictions on trespassing on
properties neighbouring the site.
o accountability in the event of
transgressions of IEMP directives.
o procedure to be followed should
heritage resources be uncovered
during all phases of the
development.
Encourage the use of energy saving
equipment (such as low voltage lights and
low pressure taps), promote recycling, and
minimised water use.
Ensure that medical support and supply are
available to staff at all time.



Monitor the performance of
workers to ensure compliance with
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Implement the following restrictions on all
staff operating on the site:
o Use of Personal Protective
Equipment at all times;
o Use sanitation and cooking facilities
provided within the demarcated
areas;
o No alcohol or illegal substance use
on site;
o No firearms permitted on site;
o No excessive noise;
o No illegal disposal of rubble;
o No littering on the site or
surrounding areas;
o No collection of firewood;
o No unauthorised interference or
removal of any fauna or flora;
o No unauthorised trapping, or feeding
of animals;
o No unauthorised
poaching/hunting/intentional killing
of any animal;
o No unattended open fires; and
o No burning of waste on site.







good environmental practices and
general conduct.
Monitor social responsibility.
Control availability of medical
support and supply.
Conduct adhoc site inspections.
Check that restricted areas are
clearly delimited.
Check that staff remain within
demarcated site.

Health, safety and emergencies risks
Impact Management Outcomes

Impact Management Actions


All health and safety risks are minimised and all
emergency situations are controlled.

Implementation of the health, safety and
emergency response action plan that aims to
safeguard life and wellbeing, property and
the environment by:
a. preventing major accidents;

Monitoring
 Review Method Statements for
“fire”.
 Review Method Statements for
“emergency spills procedures”.
 Control demarcation/fencing of
open excavations on site.
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b. identifying, recording and
assessing safety & health hazards
and environmental impacts; and
c. Managing environmental impacts
and risks by also identifying critical
equipment, systems and activities
critical for the prevention and or
control of emergencies












Fencing and/or demarcation of unattended
open excavations.
All trenches and excavation works must be
backfilled and compacted according to
specifications given in sub-clause 5.2.4 of
SABS 1200DA.
Fencing and/or demarcation of fire hazards
areas/features on site.
Structures vulnerable to high winds are
secured.
All staff wears personal protective
equipment.
All people should be supplied with peak caps
to minimise sun exposure.
Water is freely available to the workforce on
site at all times.
Prevent unauthorised access to the site.
Basic fire-fighting equipment is to the
satisfaction of the Local Fire Services and
within easy access in case of emergency.
A portable bioremediation kit (to remedy
chemical spills) is available on site.










Control state of basic fire-fighting
equipment.
Control demarcation of fire hazards
areas/features on site.
Control state of portable
bioremediation kit.
Control validity and display of
emergency telephone numbers.
Control that no veldt fires are
started by the workforce.
Compile and maintain an incidents
and complaints register to record all
incidents or complaints.
Control state and availability of
emergency spill kit.
Monitor and record any hazardous
substances spills.
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Emergency telephone numbers are up to
date and posted at relevant locations at the
SKA site complex.
Security staff has received basic fire safety
training.
An emergency spill kit including absorbent
material, spill containment and clean-up
equipment is available onsite.
Inform the regional representative of the
Department of Water and Sanitation (DWS)
for pollution of any surface or groundwater.

Visual Impacts
Impact Management Outcomes

Impact Management Actions




Visual intrusion is minimised.






All signs must be within the guidelines of the
South African Manual for Outdoor
Advertising Control (SAMOAC), South African
Road Signs Manual and as directed by the
Northern Cape Provincial Government.
Signs may not pose any dangers to
people/animals. signs must be adequately
secured.
Signs must be regularly maintained and
cleaned.
Reduce up lighting and glare.
Security lights are to be angled downwards
to avoid disturbance to adjoining residents.
Use timer switches or motion detectors
(within safety requirements) to control
lighting in areas that are not occupied
continuously.
Night time light sources must be directed
away from, conservation areas, naturally

Monitoring
 Monitor compliance with lighting
plan.
 Control illuminated signage in
accordance with SAMOAC.
 Control extent of light pollution
within the site.
 Control disposal of litter and dust,
neatness and tidiness on site with
weekly inspections.
 Inspect dishes for Social Weaver
nests.
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vegetated areas, as this may be the cause of
ecological disturbance.
Proper disposal of litter and dust, neatness
and tidiness on site at all time.
Rehabilitate or re-vegetate disturbed areas
to reduce the indirect landscape and visual
impacts associated with exposed soils and
possible erosion.

Use of roads and Traffic Management
Impact Management Outcomes

Impact Management Actions





The use of roads and access routes in a manner
that results in the avoidance and/ or minimization
of environmental impacts.







No unauthorised access is permitted. Any
authorised clearing for access roads must be
done under the supervision of the ECO.
No driving off from the marked roads is
permitted.
Designated parking areas is identified and
demarcated with applicable signage.
All vehicles remain on the road and avoid
shoulder or side of the road.
Heritage sites are demarcated and fenced off
within the road reserve of the access routes.
Members of the workforce are not under the
influence of alcohol or narcotic substances
while operating vehicles.
Maintain all access routes and roads
adequately in order to minimise erosion and
undue surface damage.
Repair rutting and potholing and maintain
stormwater control mechanisms.
Clear up any gravel or cement spillage on
roads.

Monitoring
 Control unauthorised and
potentially environmentally
destructive access and report to
ECO.
 Inspect access roads for
earthmoving-equipment on weekly
basis.
 Inspect demarcation of parking
areas with applicable signage.
 Inspect demarcation of heritage
sites with applicable signage.
 Monitor any impacts to riparian
zone during road construction
activities.
 Monitor and record any
transgression to restrictions on the
use of access roads on weekly basis.
 Monitor state of access routes and
roads to minimise erosion and
undue surface damage.
 Inspect repairs of rutting and
potholing when required.
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The management of traffic in a manner that
results in the avoidance and/ or minimization of
traffic risks.








Runoff from roads is managed to avoid
erosion and pollution problems.
Access roads are not utilised for recreational
activities.
No off-road driving is permitted, unless
authorised by the Environmental Officer.
Vehicular access is not permitted into natural
areas.
Plan for proper access control where routes
pass through pristine / sensitive areas, to
prevent unauthorised and potentially
environmentally destructive access by the
workforce.
Implement a traffic management plan that
manages traffic in a manner that minimizes
any traffic risks as well as ensuring the
safeguarding of life and wellbeing and
property.
Vehicle traffic does not impact on heritage
sites within the road reserve of the planned
route (including historical bridges, graves
and monuments).
Minimise movement of people and vehicles
on site after dark.
Avoid road traffic in the riparian zones.
Avoid obstruction to traffic or line of sight at
intersections and sharp corners.
All vehicles are in a road-worthy condition.
All drivers are in possession of a valid driver’s
license.
All loads transported onto or off the site are
secured on vehicles.












Inspect stormwater control
activities on weekly basis.
Monitor gravel or cement spillage
on roads on daily basis.
Monitor that no road construction
activities take place through river
and stream banks on weekly basis.

Verify compliance with the local
authority by-laws and any other
statutory requirements relating to
traffic.
Review Method Statements for
traffic control.
Verify that all vehicles are in a roadworthy condition.
Verify validity of all drivers’ driver’s
license.
Record rate and location of wildlife
road collision on monthly basis.
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Control dust production by regular watering
and/or spraying of a dust suppressant
chemical (environmentally friendly) of roads
and works area.
Only areas designated as parking areas are
used for parking trucks and vehicles.

Alien invasive plant species control
Impact Management Outcomes

Impact Management Actions




Alien invasive plant species are controlled.







The alien invasive plant species control and
management plans include updated
information on the densities and
distributions of the different alien invasive
plant species and detailed control and
management options.
Inform the Natural Resource Management
Programme: Working for Water of the
Department of Environmental Affairs (DEA)
of the alien invasive plant species control
and management activities.
Compile invasions maps with info on species
and densities, landscape management units,
and a detailed history of clearing efforts in
the area to feed into the Management Unit
Control Planning (MUCP) tool.
Record any listed alien invasive plants within
50 metres of all working areas (photographs,
location and density).
Minimise the risk of pollution during removal
and eradication of alien vegetation in
watercourses and riparian areas.
Undertake removal and eradication of alien
vegetation in watercourses and riparian

Monitoring
 Review alien invasive plant species
control and management plans.
 Review records of the consultation
with the Natural Resource
Management Programme: Working
for Water of the Department of
Environmental Affairs (DEA).
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areas with extreme care to limit the risk of
pollution and conducted by people trained in
herbicide application.

Watercourse crossing
Impact Management Outcomes

Impact Management Actions



Minimal alteration of water crossings and
ecological and biodiversity aspects related to
watercourse crossings maintained.





Prevent erosion of banks of watercourses
upstream and downstream of crossings and
associated sedimentation.
Prevent impact on the integrity of any in-situ
archaeological or heritage deposit.
Check that the natural flow of watercourses
is not impeded by fill material.
Minimise alteration of surface and subsurface flow to retain connectivity and avoid
fragmentation of ecosystems.
Implement bank stabilisation measures when
wetland or watercourse banks steeper than
1:5 are denuded during construction.

Monitoring
 Control erosion impacts on monthly
basis.
 Control sedimentation impacts on
monthly basis.

Water management
Impact Management Outcomes

Impact Management Actions



Water systems are maintained and impacts on
water sources are minimised.




Minimise water use.
No natural watercourse or water body are
used for the purposes of swimming, personal
washing and the washing of machinery or
clothes.
Where possible recycle treated wastewater
for non-consumption activities such as dust
suppression and cleaning of vehicles.
Only treated (purified) wastewater with a
count of Escherichia coli (abbreviated as E.
coli) equal to a maximum of 1000 E. coli /100
ml should be used for dust suppression

Monitoring
 Annual audits of water systems to
identify possible water leakages
(develop a water balance).
 Control that Borehole pump is
running automatically on daily basis
 Control that Domestic Pumps are
running smoothly and automatically
on daily basis
 Control normal operation of
Domestic Pump Valves gate float &
non-return valves on daily basis
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activities (the use of drinking water for this
activity is not allowed).
Avoid concentration of flow and speeding up
velocity and associated down slope erosion.
Avoid diversion of natural flow pathways.
Maintain natural hydrological regime.













Control that Chlorine Dosing Pump
is running automatically, and
Chlorine Solution Tank on daily
basis
Control that Check chlorine solution
or gas tanks on daily basis
Sample & test water for
bacteriological quality and free
residual chlorine on weekly basis
Check of normal operational
position of Network Gate Valves
(open or closed) on monthly basis
Check automatic operation of air
valves on monthly basis
Operate Fire Hydrant to confirm
they are functional and Read Water
Meter and check consumption on
monthly basis
Check of Valve & Meter Chambers:
remove covers, check chambers,
clear any silt & debris. Clean
frames, covers & re-grease, and
exercise gate valves (operate from
fully open - to fully closed - to fully
open & vice versa) on 6-monthly
basis
Control of Borehole, Borehole
Pump, Air Line & Cabling: Agree
Maintenance Contract and
inspect/replace parts as required in
accordance with specialist suppliers
contract on yearly basis
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Separation of storm water and wastewater.



Implement the storm and waste water
management plan.
The storm water system, especially the
discharge points, must be inspected and
damaged areas must be repaired if required.




Control of transfer Pump Set &
Ancillaries: Agree Maintenance
Contract and inspect/replace parts
as required in accordance with
specialist suppliers contract on
yearly basis
Control of reverse Osmosis: Agree
Maintenance Contract and
inspect/replace parts as required in
accordance with specialist suppliers
contract on yearly basis
Control of chlorine Dosing Pump &
Ancillaries: Agree Maintenance
Contract and inspect/replace parts
as required in accordance with
specialist suppliers contract on
yearly basis
Control Cabinet, Control Panel,
Electrodes & Ancillaries: Agree
Maintenance Contract and
inspect/replace parts as required in
accordance with specialist suppliers
contract on yearly basis
Control irrigation of the site for
landscaping or dust control
purposes being passed into natural
drainage lines.
Monitor implementation of the
storm water management plan.
Monitor redirection of run-off to
prevent drainage alteration to
sensitive plant populations on site.
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The culverts underneath the link road must
be inspected regularly. Should culverts
become silted up, the silt must be removed
to ensure that water drains freely under the
road.
Discharge points must be inspected for
blockages of any kind; these must be
removed timeously to ensure the efficient
operation of the storm water management
system.
In the event that silt runoff occurs off the
site, the cause of this must be investigated
and suitable mitigation measures employed.
This may include the vegetation of bare
areas, installing flow diversion channels in
consultation with an engineer, installing
velocity reducing structures etc.
Where vegetation has been utilised as part
of the storm water management system, it is
important to ensure that the vegetation is
maintained and does not die, as this is
essential for effective infiltration.
Where silt traps have been incorporated as
part of the storm water management system
these must be maintained as per the
engineers requirements, the maintenance
staff must be informed as to the correct
procedure, in terms of the engineers
specifications, how the silt trap is to be
maintained.
Prevent disposal of earth, stone and rubble
into stormwater channels, drainage lines or
rivers.











File records of the consultation with
the relevant heritage authority.
Control erosion impacts within site
on weekly basis.
Monitor storm water channels on
weekly basis to ensure that they are
not blocked and/or obstructed to
ensure their efficient operation.
Monitor storm water system,
especially the discharge points on
weekly basis.
Monitor culverts underneath the
link road on monthly basis.
Monitor maintenance activities to
ensure that no environmental
damage occurs.
Monitor maintenance of vegetated
area as part of the storm water
system.
Monitor maintenance of the silt
traps on monthly basis and consult
the engineers should the system
not function adequately.
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Do not store any materials on or within 50
metres of a natural drainage system.
Prevent gully formation and siltation of the
riparian resources.
Rehabilitate erosion gullies and rills.
Consult the relevant heritage authority prior
to implement erosion prevention strategies
within heritage sites.
Prevent surface run-off into excavations with
earth berms or similar diversion channels.
Prevent any impact resulting from runoff or
damming of water on the integrity of in-situ
archaeological or heritage deposit.
Ensure flow attenuation, control of velocities
and capture of sediment upstream of natural
water courses that result from the work
undertaken.
Control un-channelled flow to avoid erosion.
Channel concentrated flow into
detention/attenuation ponds (or areas
protected with hay bales or similar
structures) for flow minimisation and
sediment trapping.
Prevent erosion along the power line routes
and the access road routes.
Revegetate bare areas as soon as possible to
prevent accelerated runoff.
Implement erosion control measures in case
of excessive erosion, loss of soils and
creation of gulleys, to reduce surface flow
velocity and allow for settlement on site of
silt laden surface waters.
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No contamination from waste water to other
water bodies.







Install separate stormwater collection areas
and interceptors at fuel storage areas and
batching plants.
Direct stormwater runoff into the
stormwater management system and
prevent dispersion into the immediate and
surrounding environments.
Prevent contamination of soil, surface or
groundwater on site by chemicals or
hazardous substances.
Prevent discharge of water containing
polluting matter or visible suspended
materials into watercourses or water bodies,
including drainage lines.
Manage all storage tanks to prevent
pollution of surface and groundwater, and
soils.
Control use and storage of fuels and
chemicals to prevent leaching into the
ground.
Fuel and chemical storage containers must
be set on a secure bunded platform.
Spillage containment and clean-up measures
are implemented at all time.
Install oil traps on all vehicles wash areas
before draining into the sewer system.
Prevent overflow from contaminated water
storage facilities and implement protection
from rain and flooding.
All maintenance of vehicles and equipment is
undertaken in a dedicated workshop area,







Monitor quality of the groundwater
abstracted at least quarterly during
the construction phase.
Groundwater quality monitoring
must include: pH, Electrical
conductivity, Total dissolved solids,
total suspended solids, soap, oil and
grease, total alkalinity, free and
saline ammonia, ortho-phosphate,
Sulphate, Nitrate, Fluoride,
Chloride, Sodium, Magnesium,
Calcium, Potassium, Aluminium,
Iron, Manganese, Lead.
Monitor quality of the Surface
water at least quarterly during the
construction phase where roads
sections cross drainage lines or
other water resources. Surface
water quality monitoring must
include: turbidity, Electrical
conductivity, pH, and any known
pollutants.
Monitor the use and storage of
fuels and chemicals on weekly basis
to identify any spillages and prevent
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Wastewater management
Impact Management Outcomes

fitted with a bund wall and a grease trap oil
separator.
The accumulation of grease, fat, oil or solid
matter in the grease-trap tank or chamber, is
removed as and when required to ensure the
effective operation of such grease-trap tank
or chamber.
Use a mobile refuelling unit and ground
protection such as drip trays if on-site
servicing and refuelling is required in
emergency situations.
Containers for the cleaning of equipment
and materials (paint, solvent) is provided as
to avoid spillages.
Leaking equipment is repaired or removed
from site to facilitate repair.
Place drip trays under all unused equipment
and vehicles parked outside to avoid leakage
of oil and fuel.
Clean and remediate any oil and fuel spills in
workshop areas.
Transfer used oils to special waste oil
collection drums (as and when required) to
prevent accumulation, overspill and
potential contamination at the work site.
Keep wastewater separate from clean
stormwater and prevent it from running
freely into any of the surrounding naturally
vegetated areas.

Impact Management Actions





contamination of soil, surface water
and groundwater.
Monitor wash bays on weekly basis
to identify any spillages and prevent
contamination of soil, surface water
and groundwater.
Control measures are areas used for
the cleaning of equipment and
materials on weekly basis.

Monitoring
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Wastewater and effluent is treated and managed
to prevent contamination of soil and water
resources.







The sewage system must be inspected for
leakages on a regular basis and any leakages
must be attended to immediately.
Should leaks be detected, leaks are to be
contained through containing the leak to
avoid it spreading.
Contaminated ground must be removed
from site and disposed of at an waste
disposal site.
If it is not possible to fix the leak
immediately, the leak must drain into an
impermeable container (or soil lined with
plastic material to prevent infiltration) until
such time as the leak can be fixed.
In case of emergency sewage leaks, effluent
must not be discharged into any water
course, drainage line or naturally vegetated
areas.
All taps must be regularly inspected for leaks
and washers or valves replaced as required.
Inspect the development for burst, blocked
or leaking water pipes and repair as
required.
Dispose of sewage sludge from wastewater
treatment processes at a regional sewage
plant via vacuum tankers.
The evaporation dam is lined with a thick
layer of compacted clay to prevent any
infiltration of treated wastewater into the
groundwater system.
The evaporation dam is designed with
sloping sides to allow for trapped animals to
escape and to prevent animal casualties.
















Inspect pipes and connectors to
identify wear and tear on a weekly
basis.
Monitor disposal of used oils and
lubricants on weekly basis.
Control pollution of water resources
within the site on weekly basis.
Control disposal and treatment of
waste water on weekly basis.
Monitor Intake Screens and clear
screens on daily basis
Monitor Submersible Transfer
Pumps on daily basis
Monitor Submersible Mixer on daily
basis
Monitor Blowers on daily basis
Monitor Pump Valves for normal
operation of valves on daily basis
Chlorine & FE Dosing Pumps on
daily basis
Monitor Chlorine Solution Tank –
Check chlorine solution or gas tanks
on daily basis
Monitor Chlorine Solution Mixture
and replenish chlorine solution on
weekly basis
Monitor Effluent Quality Tests –
Sample & test water for achieved
disinfection levels on weekly basis
Monitor Effluent – sampling of
incoming and final effluent and
dispatch to a Laboratory for analysis
and report on monthly basis
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Monitor Manholes: remove covers,
check manholes, clear any silt &
debris on 6-monthly basis
Monitor Gate Valves: Exercise
valves (operate from fully open - to
fully closed - to fully open & vice
versa) on 6-monthly basis
Monitor Transfer Pump Set &
Ancillaries: Agree Maintenance
Contract and inspect/replace parts
as required in accordance with
specialist suppliers contract on
yearly basis
Monitor Chlorine Dosing Pump &
Ancillaries: Agree Maintenance
Contract and inspect/replace parts
as required in accordance with
specialist suppliers contract on
yearly basis
Monitor Control Cabinet, Control
Panel, Electrodes & Ancillaries;
Agree Maintenance Contract and
inspect/replace parts as required in
accordance with specialist suppliers
contract on yearly basis
Monitor Pre-digestion: Checking of
contamination and solidification in
pre-digestion and purge if necessary
on yearly basis
Monitor Mechanical & Electrical
Equipment: Maintenance,
assessment and recording of the
condition of all electrical on yearly
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basis mechanical and other
components
Monitor Evaporation Pond:
Maintenance of the evaporation
pond on yearly basis.

Waste Management
Impact Management Outcomes

Impact Management Actions






Solid wastes are managed in a manner that results
in the avoidance and/or minimization of health,
safety and environmental risks.







Where applicable, the waste collection point
built during the construction phase is to
continue operating into and during the
operational phase of the development.
All waste streams (except sewerage)
generated on the premises are to be sent to
the waste collection point for sorting and
recycling.
Separate solid waste into general waste and
organic biodegradable waste.
Separate recyclable and non-recyclable
wastes in clearly labelled and lid-secured
bins on the site.
Dispose non-hazardous waste generated on
site at a landfill site as identified by
municipality.
Remove chemical containers and packaging
brought onto the site for disposal at a
suitable site.
Provide sufficient closed containers in
strategic location on the site to handle the
amount of litter, wastes, rubbish, debris, and
builder’s wastes generated on the site.
Bins must be clearly marked for ease of
management.

Monitoring
 Keep record of proposed licensed
facility to be utilised for auditing
purposes.
 Keep record of legal dumping.
 Monitor waste segregation/disposal
methods on a monthly basis.
 Inspect designated area for wastes
(skips and waste collection bins) as
and when required to verify its
condition and integrity, particularly
after rainfall events.
 Control that wastes are removed
from site on a weekly basis and
disposed of at an appropriate
landfill site as recommended by the
municipality.
 File waybills of non-hazardous
waste disposal at the site office for
auditing purposes.
 Control disposal of biodegradable
waste onsite.
 Inspect illegal dumping of waste
occur on the site and/or
neighbouring farms on monthly
basis.
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Hazardous wastes including oils and chemicals are
managed in a manner that results in the avoidance
and/or minimization of health, safety and
environmental risks.





All refuse bins must have a lid secured so
that animals cannot gain access.
Collect all litter as and when required.
A litter patrol must take place at least once a
week.
Under no circumstances must any waste be
burnt.
Empty all bins and/or skips as and when
required.
Avoid disposal of any waste, with the
exception of organic biodegradable waste
that can be buried in a pit excavated for that
purpose and covered with layers of soil,
incorporating a final 0,5-metre-thick layer of
topsoil.
Prevent illegal dumping of waste within the
site and/or neighbouring farms.
Store hazardous wastes in leak-proof
secured storage containers, clearly labelled
(indicating the contents, quantities and
safety requirements) and in a locked wellventilated area.
Ensure that materials such as fuel, oil, paint,
herbicide and insecticides are sealed and
stored in bermed areas or under lock and
key, as appropriate, in well-ventilated areas.
Display required safety signs depicting “no
smoking”, No Naked lights” and “Danger” in
storage areas.
Maintain and clean all signs.
The refuelling area must be within the SKA
site complex and must comply with the















Monitor the waste collection point
on weekly basis.
Monitor litter patrol on weekly
basis.
Monitor that wastes are correctly
separated into recyclable and nonrecyclable waste on weekly basis.
Monitor management of alien
vegetation and disposal at organic
waste transfer facility on monthly
basis.
ECO to monitor the efficiency of the
waste disposal system at stipulated
intervals.

Maintain records of all spills and
corrective actions taken.
Monitor disposal plan for electrical
and electronic wastes, scrap metal
waste and nuclear based waste.
Control that no storage of solid or
hazardous waste occur within
heritage sites.
Control state and working condition
of fire-fighting equipment at all
hazardous storage areas on
monthly basis.
Control that employees handling
hazardous substances wear
personal protective equipment on
daily basis.
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relevant SABS standards. Refuelling of all
machinery must take place within this area.
Place bulk fuel storage tanks on the site on
an impervious surface that is bunded and
able to contain at least 110% of the volume
of the tanks, with the filler tap inside the
bunded area.
Place the bulk fuel storage tanks in a portion
of the SKA site complex where they do not
pose a high risk in terms of water pollution
(away from watercourses and boreholes).
Minimise the risk of the tanks being ruptured
or damaged by vehicles by placing bulk fuel
storage tanks so that they are out of the way
of traffic.
Cover the bulk fuel storage areas during the
rainy season.
Fire-fighting equipment must be available at
all hazardous storage areas.
Seal and store materials such as fuel, oil,
paint, herbicide and insecticides in bermed
areas or under lock and key, as appropriate,
in well-ventilated areas.
Provide training to employees handling
hazardous substances for the safe use of the
substance and awareness of the potential
impacts and follow safety measures.
Personal protective equipment is available at
all time to employees handling hazardous
substances.
Maintain Alphabetical Hazardous Chemical
Substance control sheet on a continuous
basis.










Control and record unauthorised
access into the hazardous
substances storage areas on a
monthly basis.
Control that hazardous chemicals
used on site have Material Safety
Data Sheets and that it is kept up to
date on a continuous basis.
Control all event of collection and
disposal of hazardous wastes by a
suitably qualified and registered
company.
Record all spills and corrective
action taken.
Monitor landfill sites identified to
accommodate refuse and
hazardous material to determine
that the facilities can handle the
type and volume of disposal
envisaged. If the facilities are found
to be lacking, additional facilities
must be identified, or steps must be
put in place to ensure the landfill
site has the required capacity.
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Maintain Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS)
must be prepared for all hazardous
substances on site on a continuous basis.
Handle hazardous substances in a safe
manner.
Store hazardous substances, not in use, in
suitable bunded storage areas more than
100 metres away from watercourses to
prevent soil and groundwater contamination
and environmental degradation.
Remove hazardous wastes as and when
required and dispose of at a hazardous
waste disposal facility as recommended by
municipality.
Lay down storage areas/tanks on a smooth
impermeable surface (concrete) with a
permanent bund to contain a spill/leak from
the stored containers, only once containers
are in their final position, not in transit, and
in a way that does not pose a danger of
pollution even during times of high rainfall.
The floor of the bund must be sloped,
draining to an oil separator.
Set drip trays (minimum of 10cm deep)
under all vehicles and/or machinery (eg
generators) that stand for more than 24
hours.
Make sure that the surface area of the drip
trays is adapted to the vehicle and/or
machine and is large enough to catch any
hydrocarbons that may leak from the vehicle
and/or machine while standing.
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The depth of the drip tray must be
determined considering the total amount /
volume of oil in the vehicle and/or machine.
The drip tray must be able to contain the
volume of oil in the vehicle and/or machine.
Spill kits must be available on site and in all
vehicles that transport hydrocarbons for
dispensing to other vehicles on the site. Spill
kits must be made up of material/product
that is in line with environmental best
practice
All spilled hazardous substances must be
contained in impermeable containers for
removal to a licensed hazardous waste site,
(this includes contaminated soils, and
drenched spill kit material).
Ensure that mixing of all chemicals and
hazardous materials takes place on a tray or
impermeable surface within a temperaturecontrolled fire proof bunded room.
Dispose of waste generated from mixing of
all chemicals and hazardous materials at an
appropriate landfill site as recommended by
the municipality.
Store hazardous materials, fuel and other
lubricants, not in use, within a temperaturecontrolled fire proof bunded room to
prevent soil contamination by fuels and
other toxic materials.
Do not store hazardous materials or place
temporary ablution facilities within 100
meters of a watercourse or wetland, or
within the 1:100-year flood line.
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Appoint suitably qualified contractors to
remove any residue of hazardous substance
spillages from site. Contaminated soil must
be disposed of at an appropriate waste
facility as recommended by the municipality
designated for this purpose.

Dust
Impact Management Outcomes

Impact Management Actions



Dust generation is minimised.




Potable water must not be used as a means
of dust suppression, and alternative
measures must be sourced.
Water and/or spray roads with
environmentally friendly dust suppressant
chemical during dry and windy conditions to
control dust fallout.
Avoid watering grounds where concrete dust
has fallen or can infiltrate into the soil.
Prevent damages to rock art sites identified
and demarcated within the site due to dust
fallout.

Monitoring
 Inspect areas where dust-damping
measures are implemented on
weekly basis
 Monitor dust fallout around rock art
sites on monthly basis.
 No visible evidence of dust
contamination on the surrounding
environment
 Monitor baseline targets of dust
counts on weekly basis.
 Monitor visible signs of dust on
daily basis.
 Keep record of any complaints from
interested and Affected parties.
 Report incidences to ECO as
required.

Noise
Impact Management Outcomes
Noise generation is minimised.

Impact Management Actions



Restrict the use of sound amplification
equipment for communication and
emergency only.
Contractors must endeavour to limit
unnecessary noise, especially loud talking,

Monitoring
 Monitor baseline ambient noise
survey on weekly basis including
measurement of noise levels in
accordance with SANS 10103.
 Record and address complaints
from interested and affected
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shouting or whistling, radios, sirens or
hooters and motor revving.
The use of silent compressors is a specific
requirement.
Work hours (07h00 – 18h00) must be strictly
enforced unless permission is given.
Permission must not be granted without
consultation with the local residents and
businesses by the Environmental Officer.
Inform residents and businesses adjacent to
the development in writing 24 hours prior to
any planned activities that will be unusually
noisy or any other activities that could
reasonably have an impact on the adjacent
sites.
Maintain all vehicles in a good working order
to reduce noise pollution.

parties including staff on site and
surrounding landowners on
monthly basis or as required based
on special requests.

Flora and fauna
Impact Management Outcomes

Impact Management Actions



Impacts on fauna and flora are minimised and
their habitats protected or minimally disturbed.





7

No development is undertaken in areas
delineated as unsuitable for development7.
Ensure optimal use of already disturbed
areas and minimal indigenous vegetation
clearance.
Minimise impacts on drainage lines.
Limit the introduction of foreign gravel
material to the site.
Unauthorised poaching/hunting/intentional
killing of any animal is strictly forbidden

Monitoring
 Monitor new and existing
powerlines on-site.
 Record bird mortalities and inform
Endangered Wildlife Trust (EWT)
and Birdlife South Africa (BLSA).
 Monitor bat activity levels within
footprint area.
 Inspect backfilled trenches.
 Record road kill incidents.

Areas delineated as unsuitable for development were defined during the SKA1_MID SEA and are listed in Section III of this EMPr.
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within the protected area and constitute a
criminal offence.
Maintain markers and bird flappers on
powerlines, particularly on powerlines
adjacent to seasonally flooded areas.
Remove nests from dish-antennas to prevent
population establishment in the operation
footprint area.
Restrict the amount of movement of people
and vehicles on site after dark.
Instruct drivers to reduce road kill.
Use underpasses in combination with fencing
on stretches of roads with anticipated high
road kill frequency.
Signal the location of protected and specially
protected plants by means of hazard tape.
Fit spikes or bird discouragers on poles in
vulnerable wetland areas.
Fit wood pole structures with Bird Friendly
structures.
Prevent electrocution risks on power lines
especially for birds with wingspans >2.0
metres between 2 live conductors or
between live and earth phases.
Consult Endangered Wildlife Trust (EWT) and
Birdlife South Africa (BLSA) if any bird
fatalities are recorded onsite.
Do not disturb breeding sites of raptors and
other wild birds’ species discovered onsite.
Do not disturb bats roosts discovered onsite.
Ensure sufficient spacing between
photovoltaic panels to allow for sunlight to









Monitor state and location of
markers and bird flappers on
powerlines on a monthly basis.
Control signalisation of protected
and specially protected plants
within site on a weekly basis.
Control spacing between
photovoltaic panels.
Monitor vegetation re-growth/
animal re-colonisation on
groundcover within the solar field
on a monthly basis.
Review strategy for identified
internal fences removal within the
SKA land core area.
Control the state of the jackal-proof
fencing around the boundary of the
SKA telescope core and verify that
repairs and maintenance activities
are conducted where required on a
monthly basis.
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The reduction of the abundance of species of
conservation concern is prevented and the
ecological integrity of the site is maintained.







reach the groundcover to promote ecological
succession and animal re-colonisation.
Reduce the number of identified internal
fences within the SKA land core area to
enable wildlife movement.
Prevent any interference with livestock of
neighbouring properties without the
landowner’s written consent.
Implement plant rescue and translocation
plan.
Implement plant revegetation and
rehabilitation plan.
Where protection cannot be achieved by
avoidance, translocate succulent and bulb
plants to adjacent habitat.
Map and take photographs of the
translocation areas before and after
translocation.
Translocate plants in the same soil type and
depth.
Do not translocate herbaceous and woody
plants.
Re-establish protected herbaceous plant
species from seed during the rehabilitation
activities and woody species replaced by
nursery-grown plants.
The site camp must be fully rehabilitated by
removing the temporary surface, ripping the
area to loosen the soil and the area must be
re-vegetated with locally indigenous
vegetation only, according to the landscape
development plan for the project.









Review baseline for the site which
will be used for rehabilitation
activities.
Monitor implementation and
outcomes of the plant rescue and
translocation plan.
Record baseline of translocation
areas.
Verify that sloped areas (including
river banks) are stabilised and
erosion controlled.
Monitor implementation and
outcomes of the revegetation and
rehabilitation plan.
Report on revegetation and habitat
rehabilitation activities.
Verify compliance with issued
permits during construction
activities involving the removal,
translocation, transport of
indigenous, protected and specially
protected plants.
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Mulch all disturbed areas to encourage
vegetation re-growth.
Remove weeds, rip compacted subsoil, and
reinstate topsoil layers prior to rehabilitation
activities.
Use locally-sourced seed of indigenous grass
species that were recorded on site during
the pre-construction phase for the reseeding, supplemented with translocation of
succulents and bulbs from adjacent areas.
Use nursery-grown Acacia erioloba to
replace felled specimens where maintenance
of the trees is feasible.
Ensure that topsoil stockpiles are kept
separate from other stockpiled materials for
later use in rehabilitation requirements.
In case of windy conditions or heavy rain,
stockpiles must be protected.
Rip and rehabilitate compacted areas caused
by stockpiling as construction progresses.
Integrate revegetation and habitat
rehabilitation activities with the surrounding
landscape to address the upstream and
downstream causes of degradation.

Heritage, Archaeological, and palaeontological resources
Impact Management Outcomes

Impact Management Actions


Archeological, Palaeontological and Heritage
resources protected and/or managed.


Implement the Heritage Conservation
Management Plan, Find Procedure for
Heritage resources and Fossil Finds
Procedure.
Consult the relevant heritage authority for
any amendment to the Heritage

Monitoring
 Monitor and report the outcomes
of the Chance Find Procedure and
Fossil Find Procedure.
 Review and record outcomes of
consultation of the relevant
heritage authority.
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Conservation Management Plan, Find
Procedure for Heritage resources and Fossil
Finds Procedure.
Maintain demarcation and signalisation of
farmhouse, graves corbelled houses and
other national monuments within the site.
Prevent impacts to farmhouse, graves
corbelled houses and other national
monuments within the site.
Consult the relevant heritage authority for
exhumation or removal of graves.
Inform the relevant heritage authority of any
heritage resources identified onsite.
Avoid consolidated alluvial deposits along
major water courses.
Consult the relevant heritage authority for
removal of Grade IIIc heritage resources.
Avoid cluster of graves inside the road
reserve of the DR2996 and DR2337 gravel
roads between Carnarvon and Brandvlei.
Maintain demarcation and signalisation of
the cluster of graves inside the road reserve
of the DR2996 and DR2337 gravel roads
between Carnarvon and Brandvlei.
Maintain protective barrier, road signage
and rumble strip to both approaches to the
Konka farm, which contains two corbelled
houses which are declared National
Monument, along the provincial road which
provide access to the SKA site.
Consult the relevant heritage authority for
demolition of any building within the site.














Monitor the state of the Grade IIIb
heritage resources within the site
on annual basis.
Submit outcomes of monitoring
activities to the relevant heritage
authority for comment and record
keeping.
Control demarcation and
signalisation of farmhouse, graves
corbelled houses and other national
monuments within the site.
Control state of demarcation and
signalisation of the cluster of graves
inside the road reserve of the
DR2996 and DR2337 gravel roads
between Carnarvon and Brandvlei.
Control state of protective barrier,
road signage and rumble strip to
both approaches to the Konka farm.
Record date and location of any
human remains, archaeological,
palaeontological and meteorite
materials uncovered on the site.
Keep record of any archaeological
artefacts uncovered during
construction activities.
File notifications sent to the ECO,
consultation with the relevant
heritage authority and on-site
archaeological surveys.
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Should any archaeological artefacts be
exposed during operation and maintenance
activities, work on the area where the
artefacts were found must cease
immediately and the ECO must be notified
within 24 hours. Upon receipt of such
notification, the ECO will arrange for the
excavation to be examined by an
Archaeologist.
Preserve and manage new archaeological
finds discovered onsite during construction.
Under no circumstances must archaeological
artefacts be, destroyed or interfered with.
Inform the relevant heritage authority of
any human remains, archaeological,
palaeontological and meteorite materials
uncovered on the site.

Socio-Economic
Impact Management Outcomes

Impact Management Actions



Enhanced socio-economic development





Develop and implement communication
strategies to facilitate public participation.
Develop and implement a collaborative and
constructive approach to conflict resolution
as part of the external stakeholder
engagement process.
Sustain regular communication and liaison
with neighbouring owners and residents of
the SKA land core area and owners and
residents of the land parcels in the
SKA1_MID spiral arms.
Develop and maintain a comment and
response trail of all communications with

Monitoring
 Report on conflict resolution
activities as part of the external
stakeholder engagement process on
annual basis.
 Compile comment and response
trail of all communications with
neighbouring owners and residents
of the SKA land core area and
owners and residents of the land
parcels in the SKA1_MID spiral arms
.
 Review and maintain interested and
affected parties database.
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neighbouring owners and residents of the
SKA land core area and owners and residents
of the land parcels in the SKA1_MID spiral
arms.
Notify all registered interested and affected
parties of SKA progress and SKA socioeconomic initiatives.
Update and maintain a database of all
interested and affected parties who have
registered their interest in the SKA project,
the SEA process, the AGA regulations
consultations as well as other initiatives
related to the SKA project.
Create work and training opportunities for
local stakeholders where possible.
Conduct a first-order assessment of skills and
experience of retrenched farm workers to
enable placement within positions in South
African Radio Astronomy Observatory
(SARAO), including salary packages.
Assess training required for retrenched farm
workers to be placed in positions in the
South African Radio Astronomy Observatory
(SARAO) (including artisan-training and
further agricultural/land management
training).
Identify schooling requirements for
retrenched farm workers dependents and
potential to participate in the SKA Schools
Programme, where possible.
Establish regular (at least quarterly)
stakeholders forums including local
communities, local and district




Record notes of the yearly public
meeting in Carnarvon.
Report on training and
employment opportunities are
offered to retrenched farm workers
(and dependents) on biannual basis.
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Alternative communication technologies are
deployed.



municipalities, local NGOs and local
organisations such as SALGA and CogTA, to
local communities in the surrounding towns
informed and obtain stakeholders inputs for
the pre-construction phase.
Organise a yearly public meeting in
Carnarvon to report back on the
implementation of the IEMP (including the
EMPr) and the progress of the long-term
research and monitoring programmes
conducted in the SKA land core area.
Establish a key user group (KUG) for
consultation on the deployment of
alternative communication technologies
within the site.
Ensure that the KUG is fully consulted in the
development of requirements for the
preparation of any tenders for replacement
communication systems.
Provide telecommunication services through
a variety of technical solutions that satisfies:
o the mobile and fixed communication
needs of local stakeholders affected
by the restrictions in consultation
with the KUG,
o the conditions and standards on
telecommunication services
prescribed by the regulations for the
protection of radio astronomy; and
o in compliance with the requirements
for protection of the SKA.
Deploy technologies consistent with
technologies as delivered by the market and






Review and file all supporting
documentation on consultation
with the KUG.
Monitor the satisfaction of external
stakeholders represented by the
KUG with the provision of
telecommunication services.
Compile a comment and response
trail of all inputs and comments
received from stakeholders on the
studies on available communication
technology options.
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Enhance positive impacts on local communities
and the local economy.

subject to technology upgrades in
consultation with the KUG.
Consult experts trained and experienced in
Very high frequency (VHF) and Ultra high
frequency (UHF) radio-based applications,
Microwave links, Fibre optic links and
backbone trunks and Radio based Wide Area
Networks and associated practical
applications to assess available
communication technology options, in
consultation with the KUG.
Assess suitability of deployed
communication technology alternatives for
areas that will be completely affected, as
well as areas that will be less, or minimally
affected as a result of the SKA1_MID, in
consultation with the KUG.
Assess suitability of deployed
communication technology alternatives for
work communications between farm
manager and staff, social communications
with friends and family, emergency
communications, internet research and
online banking or similar applications, in
consultation with the KUG.
Conduct independent socio-economic
surveys to determine the positive and
negative socio-economic impacts
experienced as a result of the SKA
development and to adapt on-going
strategies and initiatives to enhance the
positive impacts and reduce the negative
impacts on local communities, the local





Review outcomes of the socioeconomic surveys.
Verify public access to the results of
socio-economic surveys.
Compile comment and response
trail of all inputs and comments
received on the community
development projects and other
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economy as well as further impacts
identified at regional or national scale.
Consult relevant authorities, conservation
organisations and local communities on
community development projects and other
corporate social responsibility initiatives of
the SKA project.
Develop a programme of monitoring and
evaluation of the community development
projects and corporate social responsibility
initiatives of the SKA project.
Assess the need and desirability of the
community development projects.
Present programme of monitoring and
evaluation of the community development
projects and corporate social responsibility
initiatives of the South African Radio
Astronomy Observatory (SARAO) at the
stakeholders’ forums for comments and
inputs.
Promote national and regional awareness of
the South African Radio Astronomy
Observatory (SARAO) Human Development
Capital Programme.
Establish a long-term strategic plan to
optimise and align the various South African
Radio Astronomy Observatory (SARAO)
Human Development Capital Programme
investments already made by South African
Radio Astronomy Observatory (SARAO) and
other state agencies in the Astro-Region.
Promote Astro-tourism in the Astro-Region
and the Northern Cape by sharing/displaying






corporate social responsibility
initiatives of the South African
Radio Astronomy Observatory
(SARAO).
Report on activities for the Astrotourism in the Astro-Region and the
Northern Cape.
Report on social, heritage and
environmental programmes.
Verify public accessibility of the
progress reports.
Compile comment and response
trail of all inputs and comments
received on the progress reports.
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more information on the SKA project with
interested and affected parties and
collaborate with relevant stakeholders to
create an Astro-route and associated tourism
attractions.
Submit progress reports on community
development projects, proposed impact
management actions and strategies to
relevant government departments and
municipalities affected by the SKA
development as required.
Release progress reports on community
development projects, proposed impact
management actions and strategies for
public review and comments and inform
local communities and registered interested
and affected parties of public participation
process as required.
Participate to social, heritage and
environmental programmes in collaboration
with the Municipalities, the business
community, NGOs, and the
provincial/national government.
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